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PR EFA C E.

THE work which I now offer to the public under the title of
“Ball Room Companion,” contains a faithful and complete collec

tion of my Dancing Courses.
My pupils had for a long time pressed me to unite in one volume

those precepts of the dance and waltze, which I had the happi
ness of instilling into them. Such a volume, they said, would
profit all—the novice, who would be instructed by the perusal,

and the proficient, who would find a pleasure in recollection.

These wishes, being constantly repeated, became to me at last an

indispensable duty. I imagined, moreover, that a work which
would be as a manual of the modern dancer and waltzer, must

have some utility for the teaching and practice of the art in
general.

The new dances, such as the polka, mazurka, valse à deux
temps, etc., which have become popular during the last few years,

met at first, like most other novelties, with considerable opposi

tion. Many persons, even at present, judging of them when
exaggerated instead of when truly executed, still speak of them

with prejudice. It is time, therefore, as I think, to explain what
these dances really are, to fix their rules, to define their character,

and to prove that the drawing-room may admit them without in
any way derogating from their traditional elegance and good taste.

In this volume, I have treated of every sort of dance which
obtains at present in the world, from the French country-dance

to the newest waltzes, even to those which can scarcely as yet
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be said to be adopted. Some quadrilles also and waltzes, arranged,

or invented by myself, have of necessity found a place in this col
lection. The flattering approbation of many persons of fashion

has imposed this upon me.

The cotillon, that essential finale of every ball, has been the
object of my peculiar care, and I have been able to bring together
more than eighty figures, each different from the other. This
ensemble will offer, I should think, a field sufficiently extensive
for the dancers, and henceforth the gentlemen-conductors will not

be under the necessity of stopping short in the middle of their
functions.

Is it necessary to add that this work—which is dedicated to
waltzers much more than to readers, and made rather to lie on

the piano than in the book-case—cannot have the least literary

pretensions? Need I crave indulgence for pages written in very
brief intervals of rest, or more frequently amidst the noise of
polkas and waltzes? Still I must confess that I have not com
posed them without a lively sense of gratification. Employed

from infancy in the practice of an art to which I have always been
passionately devoted, I have found in the imparting of it a pleas
ure no less real.

The hours passed in my lessons and courses are, above all
things, to me an agreeable pastime. The essays of my pupils;

my continual observations on their progress; their practice, in

which I never fail to take a part, persuaded that it is above all in
dancing that the professor should teach by example; and the

success ofmany who delight in reminding me that they have been

formed under my eyes—these are things which are more than
enough to recompense me for the trouble and fatigue of teaching.

To conclude, in writing the Drawing-room Dances I have again
found myself in the midst of my pupils, I have beheld them waltze,
I have waltzed myself, and that is enough to show the nature of
my ambition.
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May this book help to spread the taste for dancing; may it
augment, if that be possible, the number of good and skillful
waltzers, and I shall for once have taken up the pen by chance,
without seeming to quit the sphere wherein the favor of the pub

hc has thought proper to assign me a rank so precious.
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T H E.

D RAWING -ROOM DANCES.

I.

REVIVAL OF FASHIONABLE DANCING.

IF we compare the appearance of a ball of the present day with
the assemblies of only five or six years ago, we cannot fail to be
struck by the favorable change which has been introduced into
the habits, and, if I may venture so to say, into the manners of
the dancers.

Does it not seem as if we were still on the eve of those days so
truly mournful for the ball, when the mistress of the house, unable
to organize a quadrille without unheard-of efforts, would find her
self under the deplorable necessity of soliciting each dancer in
dividually, and when only a few gentlemen would now and then
condescend to snatch certain ladies from their state of isolation,
walking, or rather dragging themselves, with the worst grace pos
sible, into the midst of the quadrilles, and scarcely giving them
selves the trouble to mark the figures? At present, on the con
trary, what animation has suddenly succeeded to this languor in
the greater part of the assemblies! The choice of a lady, the
greater or less merit of every gentleman in the dance, the move
ment of the orchestra, the organization of a mazurka, the conduct
of a cotillion,-all those details, which once were so indifferent
and now are so important, have sufficed to reanimate the ball.
It may indeed be said, that within the few last winters we have
seen the revival of fashionable dancing, but it is not for me to
expatiate on its advantages. Every one must have, no doubt, re
gretted the decay of an art so intimately connected with the laws
of elegance and even of urbanity. What mother of a family is
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not rejoiced to find that her son goes to the ball-room now-a-days

to dance and waltze, and not for ecarte and other games of
hazard 7

This revival of the modern dance, which one might for a time
have believed, if not dead, at least totally abandoned, is owing,
we must confess, to the introduction of a new element, represent

ed by the fashionable dances and waltzes that have come in
such good time to break up the uniformity of the ancient school.
To cite the most popular of these, what a revolution has been
produced by the polka, so contested on its first appearance, and
now so generally adopted. In what ball does it not find a place?
Where is the young man, however opposed he may have been
to this dance, that the polka has not snatched from his apathy

and made acquire, whether he would or no, a talent on the
sudden become so indispensable? Far, then, from endeavoring,

as was the case formerly, to resist the invasion of such fashionable
dances, the best way is to take them for what they are, to study

them in their true principles; to perfection them if possible; but
above all to consider if they are really so opposed, as the world
has believed, to our customs, and even to our national character.
Before, however, entering into the explanation of the rules and

the practice, we must consider in what respect these dances re
semble, or differ from, those of former times. We shall thus be
able to form a clearer notion of their peculiar character, and ar
rive in regular order at the details of their execution.

II.

STAGE DANCEs, AND DANCES OF THE BALL-ROOM.

The works published upon dancing in France and in other
countries, would of themselves form a library. It must neverthe
less be observed that the greater part of these treat almost ex
clusively of theatrical dancing, of ballets, and of all that regards
chorography. In some of them only we find a few passages, and
those very succinct, upon the dances of the drawing-room, of
which, however, the history in every age would be matter of
curious interest. I think I have found out the cause of the rarity
of works more especially dedicated to the study and teaching of
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fashionable dancing. For a long time, and even in the present
day, people have confounded, or at least have not distinguished
with sufficient clearness the fashionable dance from the dance of

the theater. They have considered country-dances, quadrilles, the
steps, or different kinds of dance adopted by private individuals at
each epoch, as a derivative, and—so to speak—as a diminutive of
the ballets and steps executed by professional dancers. It must
be admitted, however, that the fashionable dances have often as
sisted this confusion, for there is scarcely one of them, which is
exclusively adapted to the drawing-room, or which does not more
or less partake of the scenic character. In our day, I do not
hesitate to declare—and it is one of the principal foundations of
my book—that the drawing-room dance, according to the new
character which has invested it within the last few years, is almost
entirely independent of that of the theater. It has its peculiar
steps and action, and which have scarcely any thing in common
with what is applauded on the stage. This opinion is built, with
me, on the evidence of facts, and also, as I believe, on the simple
law of reason. -

We may easily imagine that the most elegant or graceful waltz
ers could not be transplanted from a drawing-room to the stage,

without losing a portion of their halo. In the same way, theat
rical people, wishing to attempt private dances, would run a
great risk of exaggerating them, and even of falsifying their real
character, unless they had previously undergone an especial prac

tice. I do not, however, mean by this to depreciate the theatrical
dance, nor in the least to derogate from the divine art of the
Taglioni, the Essler, and the Grisi; but the old adage, which
says “who can do the more, can do the less,” is not literally true in
regard to the dance. In fact, why should not the graces of the
drawing-room and of fashionable life differ from those of the stage,

which are of necessity more studied, and in some respects of a
graver character? And if it be true that a stage-dancer, accus
tomed to the grand difficulties of the art, is not capable of dis
playing the peculiar ease and freedom requisite to a mazurka or a
waltze a deux temps, ought we not rather to praise than blame

him? My purpose, then, is not to draw here any parallel be
tween the dance of the drawing-room and that of the stage; but
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I only wish it to be understood that they are different from each
other, a fact which seems to me to assist in explaining the neglect

of the ancient dances and the adoption of the new.
The change of manners and costume, the vicissitudes of fashion,
and, above all, the demands of modern freedom, have no doubt
greatly contributed to the neglect of the studied dance, which was
in vogue but a few years ago; but must we not also reckon
among the causes of its falling into disuse the approximation,

almost always disadvantageous, that existed between it and the
stage-dance, of which it was for the most part only an imperfect
copy ? And the young people of the present day, who are so
often accused of walking instead of dancing—are they so very
wrong in abandoning the entrechals and al

l

the complicated steps

formerly in use, which had the singular inconvenience o
f recalling

under a form necessarily imperfect, and often even ridiculous, that
which was every day executed on the boards o

f
a theater with all

the perfection o
f

the art?
We may ask them if it is caprice only, as many have said, that
has substituted the modern for the studied dance, the former
having for it

s principal characteristic ease, nature, and freedom.

o
f motion, all of them qualities that we may consider inherent in

people o
f

fashion? To better indicate the difference, which seems

to me to exist between the two, I shall venture to quote myself;
and o

f

course I need not warn my readers that a professor of
dancing cannot have any o

f

the pretensions belonging to the
virtuoso o

r

the artist. It is true that I have known enough o
f

stage-dancing to practice a
s

a
n artist both in France and in other

countries; but, when I resolved to devote myself entirely to

teaching, I wished to execute myself the new style that I had to

impart to my pupils, for which purpose it was requisite to under
take a peculiar study, and although this had been without doubt
much simplified by my predecessors, still it was not the less
special and important. I had to efface in my steps and manners
whatever was too theatrical, to substitute in many cases simpli
city to studied grace, and to take n
o longer for models the great

artists o
f

the stage, but the dancers and waltzers o
f

the drawing
room, who would allow me to learn from them that style which
was often the result o

f

instinct and natural good taste.
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The change introduced into the character of dancing could not
but extend itself to teaching. Routine formerly played the
chief part; it was sufficient to make the pupil execute some
traditional steps, certain conventional exercises, for the most part

devised by the dancing academies, and which in general required
very little imagination on the part of the professor. Now-a-days
before forming the dancer, especially for the drawing-room, the
master has, if I may so express myself to introduce much more
of his own. He must chiefly rely upon his tact and discernment
to regulate the exercises of his pupils in harmony with their
dispositions, to modify at need the execution of such or such a
dance according to the capabilities of every one, and, in a word,

to substitute the principles of nature and good taste for methodi
cal traditions.

These ideas, which I now only casually glance at, will be natural
ly developed in the course of my work.

III.

PRELIMINARY EXERCISES.--THE SALUTE.

It is an error to fancy that the new style, from its apparent
facility and improvization, can dispense with any of those pre
liminary exercises intended to supple the frame, and prepare for
the execution of steps and attitudes, and which at all times have
formed the basis of every kind of dance. On the contrary, dances
that have for their principal characteristic nature and expression,
require as much, and perhaps even more, than the others, to be
preceded by those steps and studied movements, which will
always be to the dance what vocalization, sustained notes, and
preparatory exercises are to the singer. Unluckily, for many
years this study has been neglected. In spite of its antiquity the
art has been considered almost as an unimportant accessory, as a
mere superfluity, which might be omitted in a superior education.
People have imagined that the knowledge of the quadrille figures,

which might be easily acquired in two or three lessons, was suffi
cient, even for young men who were entitled to aspire to the
ranks of fashion. The time that was once devoted to the study

of steps has been employed in bodily exercise of a very different
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nature—in gymnastics for example, a modern invention of which
I am far from contesting the merit, but which cannot in any way,
I imagine, be a substitute, and particularly with ladies, for the
advantages of pliancy and grace that the dance alone can impart.

Hence it happens that we have every day ungraceful bodies, and
arms and legs of desperate stiffness, coming to learn dances, the
true practice of which requires so much ease and freedom. We
are, in consequence, often reduced, except in the case of great

natural capabilities, to teach rather the mechanism of steps than
the steps themselves. In truth, is it in the power of the master,
during the course of a few lessons, to improvize pliant limbs, arms
detached as it were from the body, heads which can play freely
upon the shoulders, and so many other conditions which make all
the merit of the natural dance?

When I say that it is useful, nay, even indispensable to acquire
first principles before attempting the study of novelties, I do not
wish to alarm either parents or pupils, who might even now be
tempted to judge of us by the method of the ancient masters.
Thanks to Heaven, the way of teaching the dance has also its
share in modern improvement, and has been able to free itself from
the superannuated practices that too long maintained their ground.

Let the pupil be of courage; we have no longer in our schools
those instruments of torture, known under the name of boots,

in which they did not hesitate to imprison unhappy children, under
the pretext, as they used to say, of turning out their toes. It is
no longer the custom to make the pupils practice the same beats,

or any other exercise of frightful monotony, for hours together, a
custom which may in part explain why the teaching of the dance
on principle has fallen into discredit. It is for the master to pro
portion the preliminary exercises to the capabilities of the pupil,
and, above all, to the taste of the time. It is not requisite to
enter here into the details, but there exists a great variety of steps,

or study-dances, calculated to supple the pupil's limbs, and which
may be so varied as to avoid ennui, that incurable evil for all the

arts. I will, for example, cite a dance, which still finds partisans
in some countries—the court-minuet. It is
,

indeed, much too
opposite to our manners to be ever revived; but as a study it

offers great advantages; it impresses on the body postures that
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are by turns noble and graceful; and, as I have already used the
comparison with singing, I will call to mind that it is with these
dances of another time, as it is with pieces of the old operas,

which have disappeared from the repertory, but which young
singers are made to practice, in order to make their voices flexible
and form their style.

To conclude a
ll

that relates to preliminary exercises, and fix, if

it be possible, the duties o
f

the master, I must also observe that
we no longer pretend, as in former days, to regulate the manners

o
f

our pupils in what regards the ordinary actions of life. There
was a time when the dancing-master taught his pupils to sit, to

walk, to cross the room, to get out o
f

the carriage, to pull on a

glove, to use the fan, &c., a
ll o
f

which has, no doubt, contributed

to turn the fashionable dance into ridicule, and to make it be
looked upon a

s a puerile and illusive art, which was too fre
quently exercised a

t

the expense o
f

nature and good taste. We
have now renounced all these Gothic traditions; we n

o longer

hold it indispensable that the lesson should commence with a

courtesy o
r

formal bow; and in any case, when we have to give

an idea o
f saluting to the youngest o
f

our pupils, we do not teach
by making them take “the first position in advance—the third
—the second—then disengage the foot placed in the first position

behind by bringing it to the fourth position in front, &c.”—as we
find it set down in essays o

f
a sufficiently recent date. In every

thing we consult nature, and though beyond doubt the master
may assist and develop her by the resources with which his art
supplies him, still it is nature that above all should b

e his rule
and guide. A pupil who is able to execute with tolerable per
fection those modern dances, which I do not fear to call natural,
will o

f

himself know how to walk, bow, and present himself with
grace. The master has little o

r nothing to do with these details.

I will not carry any further these remarks o
n

the preliminaries

o
f

the drawing-room dance, having said enough to show that
study should not be excluded from the teaching o

f

it
.

The real
amateur will easily comprehend the necessity of submitting to

certain introductory exercises before commencing the practice o
f

steps and figures. We may now, therefore, enter upon the par
ticulars of each of the dances, but I cannot ask too much indul
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gence for the indications that I shall attempt to give. Dancing,
as may be imagined, can scarcely be explained by words; it is
made much less to be apprehended by the mental eye than by

those of the body. I have, therefore, chiefly confined myself to
describing the style and character of each dance, and painting, so
far as is possible, its peculiar physiognomy, while I leave the
details of the steps to the teachers, for without great familiarity

with the chorographic language, they are scarcely to be under
stood unless through the medium of practice.

IV.

THE FRENCH QUADRILLE.

It is just that the French quadrille should be placed before the
other dances, not only for its rights of seniority, but because it
holds at present a distinguished place in the generality of balls,
where, as every one knows, it is admitted as a third with the
waltzes and polkas.

The details of the five figures composing this quadrille are too

well known to make it necessary for me to dwell upon them. It
has been moreover much simplified, which facilitates the descrip

tion of it given in most of the essays upon the modern dance.
The ladies alone still execute certain steps, and assume atti
tudes, that at least show some slight inclination for the dance. As
to the gentlemen, they for the most part content themselves with
pacing carelessly, and almost without paying attention to the
time. This walking, negligent as it is

,

might yet have grace and
character if the dancers chose to execute it with any care; but

in general they seem to have laid down a law to themselves not to

form the least step, rivaling each other in coldness and indiffer
ence, and absolutely dancing as if they walked upon the pave
ment.

Many causes have contributed to make the French quadrille in

a great measure lose the character o
f
a dance; first, a
s I have

already noticed, the nature o
f

the steps, which from their simi
larity with those o
f

the theater require too great an exercise o
f

agility for the habits o
f

fashionable life; next, the monotony o
f

the five figures, too often used not to produce, in the long run,
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satiety and ennui; lastly, and above all, the small size of the
drawing-rooms, which cannot fail to exercise a fatal influence over
every kind of dance. From the time that a custom prevailed of
crowding into a room twice or thrice the number of people that it
could reasonably contain, it became unavoidable that they should
abandon every thing that constituted the merit of the real dance.
I shall confine myself to giving a brief summary of the five
figures that compose the quadrille, and merely point out the vari
ous changes or abbreviations that fashion has made them under
go.

The first figure, which has received the rather ungraceful name
of pantaloon, is composed, as of old, of the chain, the balance a la
dame, the ladies' chain, and the demi-chain. The only change to
be noted is the suppression of the tours de main, which used to
come after the balancé.

The second figure, called L'ETE, is composed always of the
avant-deux, of which the details are too well known to need repe
tition. In this also, after the final balancé, the tour de main is
omitted.

In LA POULE, you no longer traverse by the right; you ad
vance gently, giving your left hand to the opposite lady, and
your right to your partner, when you wait the moment for all four
to balancé. The ancient dos à dos is replaced by an avant-deux,

after which comes the avant-quatre, the balance a quatre, the trav
erse, and the half-right and left, as formerly.

In the fourth figure, called the PASTOURELLE, it must be ob
served that the gentleman's solo is suppressed. In the old dance
this figure gave the gentlemen an opportunity of showing their
talents, but now the pastourelle is executed with much less effort.
The gentleman conducts his lady to the gentleman opposite, who
receives her with his left hand, and gives his right to his own
partner, taking care that both ladies should be placed a little
on the side ; he advances and comes back with them, then
again advances, remaining alone before the gentleman; there
he makes them describe a demi-tour on themselves, and then

leaves them with the first gentleman, who executes with them

the same figure that the other has just done. When the ladies
turn for the second time on themselves, they ought to find them
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selves so placed as to form a rond d quatre, followed by a demi
chain, which terminates the figure.

I need not speak of the figure called the trenis, which was for
merly used in place of the pastourelle. This, which is well known
to every one, has ceased to be employed, and does not seem likely

to come again into favor.
The fifth figure, called the finale, requires no particular remark;

it is nothing but a repetition of the avant-deux, preceded and
followed by a chasse croisé à quatre, the three first times; the
figure concludes with a general chasse croisé.
Thus we see that there is no one of these five figures that has
not been shortened in certain details, and I have no doubt that
means will be found to abridge them still farther. But I advise
professors to begin always by teaching the French country dance,

as it was originally executed, with the steps, figures, and en
chainements; they can afterwards point out the omissions. This
dance, in a sufficient space, will always be an excellent exercise
for young dancers, who have to learn to move with ease and
freedom.

As to the French quadrille, as it is now generally executed, one
cannot dissemble that its reign, as a dance, seems well nigh at an
end, and that it will be a long time before it becomes other than
what it is at present—an opportunity, that is

,

for gossip rather than

for dancing—a sort o
f necessary halting-place amidst the waltzes

and polkas.

We may, perhaps, lament the decadence o
f

the French country

dance, in memory o
f

its former fashion; if
, however, we consider

what it has become, and by what successive modifications it has
been despoiled o

f

the greater part o
f

its grace and beauty, we
ought not, after all, to regret that it has given place to new dances,
which, in default o

f

other merit, have, a
t least, that o
f keeping up

the animation o
f

balls and the zeal o
f

dancers.

V.

THE POLKA.

We have now to treat o
f

one o
f

the oldest and most popular o
f

modern dances—the polka—which, in spite o
f

its foreign origin,
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may now be considered as French; for it is to France that it owes
its fashion and character of universality. I need not repeat here
all that has appeared, in regard to the polka, in books, pamphlets,

poems, dramatic pieces, and music, nor dwell upon the numberless
attacks to which, from its origin, it has been subject, and over
which it has so gloriously triumphed. I have only to occupy my
self with the fundamentals, and, if the word be not too ambitious,
with the technical part of the dance.
The position of the lady and gentleman is almost the same in
the polka as in the ordinary waltze—the gentleman nearly facing

his partner. He must support her with the right hand extended
about the waist. The arm destined for this purpose is the only
part of the body into which there should be flung a certain degree

of vigor; self-abandonment, flexibility, and extreme ease, should
be perceptible in all the movements.
The left hand, which sustains that of the lady, should be half
extended away from the body, the arm neither too stiff, nor too
much bent; which would be affected in the one case, and awk
ward in the other.

The gentleman should hold the lady, neither too close nor too
far from him. Too close an approximation would be alike oppo

site to the laws of grace and of decorum; too great a distance
would render very difficult, if not impracticable, the turns and
evolutions that form so considerable a part in the execution of
the dance. It is for the gentleman, according to his own taste, to
settle the distance between his partner and himself.
The lady should have her right hand placed in the left of her
partner, and the other upon his shoulder. She should keep her
head in its natural position, avoiding either to raise, or sink, or turn

it
,

whether to the right o
r

to the left, the most simple attitude
being that which best suits the polka, as, indeed, it does all the
waltzes and dances already spoken o

f

She should, also, allow
herself to be entirely guided by her partner, who, alone, has to

direct, to conduct her to such and such a part o
f

the room, and to

fix the commencement or the cessation. A lady is considered the
better dancer o
r

waltzer in proportion a
s

she yields with con
fidence and self-abandonment to every impulse o
f

her partner.

I shall have occasion, when speaking of the waltze à deux
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temps, to return to these details of attitudes, for which the help of
a master is indispensable. A bad habit, once taken, becomes
very difficult to conquer; and a false attitude is often sufficient to
spoil a dancer forever, who, in consequence of it

,

will remain stiff,
embarrassed, and ungraceful, for want o

f having received a pro
per direction in the commencement.

VI.

STEPS OF THE POLKA.

The polka is danced in two-four time, to a march movement,
and rather slow.

I shall now endeavor to give an idea of the step, but I must
again pray my readers to excuse the dryness o

f

these details, a
s

o
f

all others o
f

the same kind. Here, more than ever, I must lay
aside all pretensions to elegance o

f style, and attend only to clear
ness and exactitude.

The step o
f

the polka is divided into three measures.

For the first, the left heel should be raised to the side o
f

the
right leg, without passing it behind, and so a

s to slightly touch
the calf. In this position you jump upon the right foot, in order

to give the spring to the left, which makes a glissade forward, in

the fourth position.

The second and third times are composed o
f

two short steps,

made lightly by either foot, care being taken that both feet should
find themselves nearly in the same line.
At the second short step, the right leg is raised, the heel being
near the lower part o

f

the left calf, and the fourth bar is suffered

to pass, which occasions three bars only to be marked. You then
recommence with the other foot, and so on with the rest.
The gentleman should always begin with the left foot, and the
lady with the right, as in the ordinary waltze.

The polka presents in execution many peculiar evolutions,

which contribute much to vary it
,

and which a skillful dancer will
not fail to be thoroughly master o
f He must, in every sense, turn
his partner, sometimes to the right, sometimes to the left, and

make her retreat from, or advance upon him, in a straight line,
by help o

f

that well-known movement, which, in the language o
f
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the waltze, is called a redowa; he must, even, in certain cases,

and when the crowded state of the bail-room scarcely leaves space
for each couple to move, make his partner pivot on the same spot,
shortening the step so as to form it entirely under him. I need
scarcely observe that these variations are entirely left to the gen
tleman, who introduces them according to his fancy, or the ex
igencies of the locale.
In the first movement of the polka, that which is termed the
figures was executed. The gentleman sets out, holding the lady
by the right hand, as in the old allemande, and then turning to
ward her, alternately turned his back to her. With the ordinary
step was also mingled the step termed Bohemian, or double polka,

which was executed with the left leg in the second position, the
heel on the ground, and the toes pointed upward, precisely as in
the pas de polichinelle.

The small size of the ball-rooms, and perhaps, also, the good

taste of the French, which always maintains its rights, has sup
pressed these various accessories of the polka, upon which I have
not insisted, since, from the beginning, they have fallen into des
uetude. The only figures of the polka, that are executed, consist
in the final cotillion, and we shall see, when on that subject, what
are those which are proper to it

.

This dance preserves all the
foreign paces o

f

the waltze, with which, as we have seen, it has
more than one point o

f resemblance, o
r

even o
f fraternity, as re

gards the direction and the attitudes.
The polka, presented at first to the French ball-room under the
auspices o

f fashion, has seen its success confirmed from day to day.

We may affirm, without hesitation, that it is now thoroughly estab
lished, since it has descended to inferior assemblies, and been trav
estied and disfigured by unfaithful interpreters, without losing
any o

f

its name for distinction and elegance. At the time when

I now write, some celebrated waltzers, indeed, affect somewhat to

despise the polka, and to look upon it as a dance already well
nigh antiquated, the execution o

f

which they would leave to nov
ices. But this, I imagine, is only a transient prejudice, the almost
certain forerunner o
f
a great reaction. Without having the fasci

nation o
f

the waltze à deux temps, nor the fire and variety o
f

the
mazurka, the polka possesses other advantages peculiar to itself.
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By it
s easy, graceful movement, the nature o
f

it
s step, which

readily accommodates itself to every fancy o
f

the dancer, the char
acter o

f

its airs, inspired, for the most part, by so happy a musical
feeling, it is sure to maintain its place in the ball-room, where it

procures for the waltzers a time o
f repose, that is absolutely indis

pensable amidst the fevers o
f

the waltze.

The imagined facility o
f

the polka had, perhaps, by vulgarizing

it
,

produced, if not its complete fall, yet its banishment from a cer
tain class; but people soon abandoned the notion that, in five o

r

six lessons, they could rank amongst its skillful executors. In this
dance, a

s in so many others, there are shades o
f peculiar delicacy

to be seized, and even real difficulties, that are only to be sur
mounted by constant practice. Whoever pretends to execute the
polka in a ball-room, without being sufficiently prepared, will al
most to a certainty appear ridiculous, o

r

a
t

least awkward, con
strained, and, in any case, will be quite incongruous with more
accomplished dancers. The polka, in bad taste, is the only one
which can be extemporized; the polka o

f good society will ever
require teaching and study.

VII.

THE WALTZE A TROIS TEMPs.

I shall speak of this waltze without endeavoring to conceal that
the waltze à deux temps is now much more generally adopted,

and that it has some particular advantages over it
s

elder brother,

which suffice to justify this preference. Still I think we must re
gret that the old waltze should have so much fallen into disuse.

Executed with grace, and without affectation, it ought to please,

and would form an agreeable relief to its rival. As, besides, it

still maintains a place in some ball-rooms, it is essential to under
stand a

t

least its principles, even though we may rarely have oc
casion to apply them.

Some years ago I never failed, in teaching, to make the waltze à

deux temps precede that o
f three; but, eventually, fashion having

decidedly pronounced in favor of the latter, the study o
f

the old

waltze came to be considered only as a superfluity—as a curiosity

rather than a
n

essential. Those who execute it now, do so, for
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the most part, from recollection, and it is seldom, indeed, that a
pupil presents himself in the dancing-academy with any idea of
learning the waltze à trois temps. Nevertheless, I am persuaded
that it will always be found a useful practice, not only for the
waltze itself, but also for other dances requiring that flexibility

which the waltze à trois temps is so peculiarly calculated to de
velop.

It is the custom to say, “a waltze à deux, or à trois temps;”
but it would, I think, be more correct to say, “a waltze à deux,
or trois pas.” This last phrase, more conformable to what the
waltze really is

,

would have avoided much confusion and misun
derstanding. Beyond question, in waltzing it is the steps that we
execute, and not the time that we pretend to mark. Above all,

the waltze à deux temps, so often wrongfully accused o
f being op

posed to the rules o
f time, would have gained by being called the

waltze a deux pas. Every one will easily admit that, in a move
ment o

f
a certain extent, we may make a
s many o
r
a
s

few steps

a
s we please, provided only they are in time. But while regret

ting that the word pas was not originally adopted instead o
f

temps,

I have thought it right to adhere to the received phraseology, not
liking to take upon myself to reform the mode o

f speech, but feel
ing that I ought to be content with wishing a bad phrase might
be exchanged for one more correct.
Although I hope to prove, in the chapter on the waltze d deux
temps, that it is in nowise opposed to time, as many have errone
ously asserted, I must, nevertheless, allow, that the waltze d trois
temps is more in harmony with the movement o

f

the rhythm, and
that, no doubt, is an advantage to the eyes and ears o

f

the spec
tatorS.

A certain coldness, a slight monotony in the ensemble, and the
incessant rotation imposed upon the dancers—these are the prin
cipal disadvantages o

f

the waltze à trois temps, which have con
tributed to make it

,

in part, abandoned. Frequently, too, there

is a want o
f understanding, and, so to speak, a schism between

the waltzer and his partner; the lady keeps as far as possible from
the gentleman, turns away her head, throws herself back, and
seems ready to detach herself from him; all o
f

which cannot be

without producing a
n ungraceful and antiquated effect in the
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midst of the steps of the new waltze. At the same time, to be
just, we must observe that the generality of persons waltze a trois
temps according to their own notions, and without ever having re
ceived the advice of a master. Hence those false, exaggerated
attitudes, those thousand contortions, those strides, with thwick
thwacks, that date from the empire, or else that whirling round
upon the heel, which assimilates certain waltzers to automatons.

I will endeavor to explain, once for all, the attitude and step of
the waltze d. trois temps, that it may be judged under its real
aspect, whether it is to be abolished entirely, or to be retained, as
it now is

,

for a fourth o
r

fifth dance in the course o
f

the evening.

The gentleman should place himself well opposite to his partner,

and hold himself upright without stiffness; his left arm should be

rounded with that o
f

the lady, so a
s

to form an easy and graceful

arc of a circle.

The gentleman sets out with the left foot; the lady with the
right.

-

The step o
f

the gentleman is made by placing his left foot be
fore his partner. That is for the first movement.
He brings the right foot, slightly crossed, behind the left, the heel
raised, and the toes pointed to the ground. That is for the second.

He next pivots upon both feet, rising upon his toes, to recover
himself the right foot foremost, in the third position—stretches

out the right foot aside, glides the left foot also aside while turning

o
n

the right—then brings the right foot forward to the third posi
tion. This is for the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth.
The lady sets out a

t the same moment a
s her partner on the

fourth step, executes the fifth and sixth, and continues on the first,
second, third, and so on. -

The preliminary step is made by the gentleman; he places the
right foot a little in advance a

t

the first position, lets the second
pass, and springs upon the right foot, raising the left leg to meet
the third note o

f

the music, and unites the first step o
f

the waltze.

This preparation gives the lady the signal for setting out.

With the first six steps we should execute a complete round,

and employ two. Formerly it was the custom to count by three
equal steps, but this vicious habit has been properly reformed,
considering that the three first steps are not made like the three
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last. The best way is to count by six steps linked to each other,

in order to make the pupil thoroughly sensible of the time he
ought to mark.
To understand how by means of these six steps a round may
be accomplished, I use in my lessons to place the pupil before a
wall. I make him describe a demi-round with the three first steps,
which leaves him with his back toward the wall, and then exe
cute the other demi-round with the three last.

The three first steps should be equally executed in the first
demi-round; but it is not the same with the three last; at the
fourth step the gentleman should, without turning, place his feet
between those of the lady, accomplish his demi-round in passing
before her with his sixth step, and bring up the right foot at the
sixth.

I need hardly repeat that for the waltze à trois temps, as well
as for the polka and every other dance, of which I shall point out
the details, the pupil should study to attain great flexibility, and

movements as easy and natural as if he walked, and not to keep
the neck altogether fixed; but at the same time to avoid elevating

or inclining the head, which is only affectation, and never a real
grace.

The foot of the lady, as well as that of her partner, should pre
serve its ordinary position; all turning out, or incurvation, of the
instep, can only be injurious to the waltze.
We should neither try to stand upon the toes, nor to remain
fixed upon the heels; half the foot alone should bear upon the
floor, so as to maintain the utmost firmness possible, without,

however, injury to lightness.

It is only in certain cases, and in the execution of difficulties
peculiar to the waltze à deux temps, that it is allowable, and then
but for the ladies, to quit the ordinary position and rise a little
upon the toes, as we shall see hereafter. These, however, are the
exceptions, and it may be affirmed that for all the movements of the
waltze, the body should never quit its natural position, which as
sures at the same time the elegance of the exterior and the free
performance of the step.
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VIII.

THE WALTZE A DEUX TEMPS.

The waltze à deux temps is
,

perhaps, justly called the waltze
o
f

the day, and does not seem destined soon to lose the unanimous
favor in which it is held both in France and other countries. The
opinion, long accredited, that it is in opposition to the time, could
not, a

s I have already noticed, bear the test of reason nor even of

the ear. It was pretended, too, that it sinned on the side of grace,
and that the old waltze was more calculated to show off the dan
cers, and particularly the ladies, while the new one presented to

the eye only a short abrupt course, without any o
f

those balanc
ings o

f

the body and undulations o
f

the head, which were an in
dispensable ornament o

f

the real waltze.

It is very difficult, I think, to come to any precise agreement as

to the word taste, which often varies with the times, and has, like

so many things o
f

this world, its vicissitudes and conventionali
ties. Every people, every age, imagines that the most graceful .

dance in the world is beyond contradiction its own. We may
give excellent reasons in favor o

f

the waltze à trois temps; and I

do not doubt that a century ago, they gave just as good in behalf

o
f

the saraband, the coranto, and the minuet. At all times the
dances in fashion found natural enemies in those they had just de
throned.

I think before considering whether a dance or a waltze is, or is
not, calculated to please the spectators, we should inquire if it is
likely to please the dancers; that we shall find, is the essential
point. Now I appeal to the waltzers themselves;—do they ex
perience the same pleasure in making one uniform circle about a

room, upon an equal movement, as when they spring with that
fascinating vivacity, which the waltze à deux temps alone per
mits, relaxing o

r quickening their pace a
t will, promenading their

partner in every way, now obliging her to fall back, now them
selves retreating, going to the right, to the left, varying their pace

almost a
t every step, and arriving at that sort o
f giddiness, which

I may venture to call intoxication, without fear of contradiction
from the real lovers of the waltze?

It is not for me in this place to defend, and still less to puff, the
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waltze à deux temps, but I may venture to observe, that I have
never heard it condemned except by those who have never danced

it
. Its greatest enemies, the moment they have themselves been

able to appreciate its advantages, have immediately enlisted
amongst its most zealous partisans.
The music of this waltze is in the same time as that of the

waltze à trois temps, except that the orchestra should rather
quicken the movement and mark it with particular care.
The step is very simple, being nothing more than the gallop ex
ecuted by either leg while turning; but instead o

f springing, it is

essential to glissade thoroughly, avoiding every thing like starts

o
r jerks.

-

I have already explained the position of the foot in my notice

o
f

the waltze à trois temps. The dancer should keep his knee
slightly bent; if they are too tense, they naturally occasion stiff
ness, and force the waltzer to spring; but this bending should be
very little marked, and almost imperceptible to the eye; too great

a curving o
f

the hams not only produces an ungraceful effect to

the spectator, but is quite as injurious to the waltze as too much
stiffness.

It is requisite to make a step to every beat—that is
,

to glissade

with one foot, and to chasser with the other. Differing in this
from the waltze à trois temps, which describes a circle, the waltze

à deux temps is danced squarely, and turns only upon the glis
sade. It is essential to note this difference of movement in order

to appreciate the character o
f

the two dances.
The position also o

f

the gentleman is not the same in the waltze

à deux temps as in that à trois. He must not face his partner,

but be a little to her right, slightly inclining his right shoulder,

which allows him to spring well when carrying along the lady.

I have already expressed my regret that custom should have
given to this dance the name o

f

waltze à deux temps, instead o
f

à deux pas. The term three steps (pas) would have avoided
much confusion by indicating that two steps were to be executed

to three beats o
f

the music; the first step to the first beat—the

second beat to be passed over—and the second step to the third

beat. By these means one is always sure o
f keeping time.
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The gentleman in the waltze à deux temps sets out with the
left foot, and the lady with the right.

What I have said in regard to the attitude of the gentleman,
applies in part to the lady. She should equally avoid stiffness of
the legs as well as of the arm, which is joined to that of her part
ner, and abstain from leaning heavily upon the hand or shoulder
which in waltze-language is termed clinging.

The defect of most French dancers, who have not as yet famil
iarized themselves with the waltze à deux temps, is

,

that they

throw themselves too much back, turn aside their head, and hol
low their waist, all o

f
which contributes to make them heavy on

one side, and is opposed to the oblique intention o
f

the waltze.
The German ladies do not hesitate to lean slightly forward on
the gentlemen, which greatly facilitates the execution o

f many

movements imposed upon them. However light and slender a

lady may be, she will not be light upon the arm o
f

her partner,

if she at all detaches herself from him by any motion of the body.
There is then, we perceive, very little complication in the prin
ciples o

f

the waltze à deux temps. The step is very simple, and
easily acquired in a single lesson; the attitude is no other than
what is pointed out by nature. But notwithstanding its apparent
simplicity, this waltze presents real difficulties, if we at all desire

to attain a certain degree o
f perfection,—difficulties that are to be

conquered only by much practice, and which depend upon details

o
f

sufficient importance for me to think it requisite to devote a
particular chapter to them. I make no pretensions, in this place,

a
s I have already observed, to explain the mechanism, but only

the character, and, if I may so say, the style, of this waltze, which
less than any other will endure a mediocre execution,

IX.

ADVICE TO THE WALTZERS A DEUX TEMPS.

During the many years that I have devoted myself to the tuition

o
f dancing, there has seldom passed a day, in which I have not
had many waltzers under my eyes. It is rarely that each new
pupil does not b

y

his defects, his habits, and his less o
r greater

progress, suggest some profitable hint for the theory o
r practice
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of the art—an art so simple in appearance, and yet complicated
by so many shades and details, if we wish to fathom it thoroughly.
Under the title of Advice to Waltzers, I have brought together
in this chapter such of my observations as I consider the most
essential, and even as forming the necessary whole for the educa
tion of a waltzer à deux temps.

The conducting of the lady is not the most easy nor the least
delicate part of the waltzer's duty. A thousand rocks present
themselves to him the moment he finds himself flung into the
whirl of the ball. If he at all jostles the other dancers, if he can
not keep clear of the most inexperienced, even of the couples à
trois temps, which are so great an impediment to those à deux
temps—if he is not sufficiently sure of the music to keep time
when the orchestra quickens or slackens it

,
o
r

even when his part
ner loses it—then he cannot be considered as a skillful waltzer.

This habit, or, I may call it, manoeuvre of the waltze, is not ac
quired without much practice, and the dancing academy has, in

this respect, it must be owned, advantages that nothing can re
place. It allows the novice to familiarize himself with the crowd,
offering him a

s it were a preliminary glance a
t

the tumult o
f
a

ball-room. He is thus able to learn beforehand how to find out

his position, and not to serve in the midst o
f

the drawing-room a
n

apprenticeship which is always dangerous, and particularly on first
appearance.

To waltze well, it is not enough to guide the lady always in the
same vein, which would speedily bring back the uniformity o

f

the

old waltze; it is requisite to know how a
t

one time to cause her

to retrograde, making the waltze step not more obliquely but in a

straight line, and a
t

another to oblige her to advance upon him
self by making the same step backward. Some waltzers even
make the redowa aside, which is not without grace when executed

in harmony with the lady, and when the step can be regained by

the other foot without losing the time.

If there is sufficient space, the dancer should extend his step,
and take that impetuous course that the Germans execute so well,

and which is one o
f

the happiest characteristics o
f

this waltze.

If the space is narrow, it is necessary to stop short and to confine
the step so a
s only to form a circle.
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To know how to shade and blend the dance, is one of the great
merits of the waltzer.

I have seen consummate waltzers spring off with the rapidity
of lightning, at once so quick and so light that one might have
thought they were going to fly from earth with their partners, and
then suddenly break off and fall into a pace so slow and gentle

that their movements could scarcely be perceived.

This is the place to say a few words upon the waltze called d
l'envers, which belongs to the waltze d deux temps, and even
represents one of the most original trait, in its aspect already so
varied.

The gentleman instead of springing to the left, as I have said a
little above, may, if he pleases, start off on the right, and con
tinue drawing his partner after in the same direction. This is
termed the waltze a l'envers. As may be easily seen, it is only
the usual step taken in an opposite direction, and this evolution is
executed also in the polka. But it must be admitted that the
l'envers offers more difficulty in the waltze a deux temps, of which
the step is more hurried, and regulated by a rhythm more rapid.

Heaven forbid that I should proscribe the waltze d l'envers,
which is not only agreeable as a change, but becomes in certain
cases even necessary, when it is required to avoid a couple pre
senting themselves unexpectedly; I think, however, it should be
used with a certain degree of caution, and that care should be
taken not to engage in it before the time.
A dancer, who is not quite sure of himself, would do wrong to
undertake this movement prematurely, for fear of acquiring bad
habits, for it should be remembered that to waltze a l'envers, is not
the natural mode, and always requires a little effort. If

,

however,

we wish to describe the whole round o
f
a ball-room, there will be

a moment when it is necessary to waltze not only a l'envers, but
also a rebours, (backward,) which is quite another sort o

f diffi
culty.

The sort o
f pivoting which must be used to catch the precise

moment o
f

the rebours, constrains the waltzer who has not ac
quired all the skill and ease required for springing, makes him
lose the step, sometimes even his equilibrium, and in any case
compels the employment o

f
a force upon his partner, which the
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rules of the real waltze can never allow. I would not recom
mend even experienced dancers to indulge too much in the waltze
a l'envers; it should always be the accessory only, and not the
principal. I have seen in my own course, dancers, who had at
tained a certain proficiency, yet in part lose their advantages by
persisting in waltzing too much d l'envers, and become stiff con
strained, their steps unnatural, while they had no longer the
power of pacing freely with the natural impulse of the waltze;

and all this from a fancy for devoting themselves exclusively to a
certain exercise, which when abused is nothing more than a pe
culiar trick of strength.

We should abstain entirely from this habit in crowded ball
rooms where we have only a confined space before us. A waltzer
a l'envers in general directs himself with less facility than one
d l'endroit. To jostle, or be jostled, in a ball-room, is always, if
not a grave fault, at least one of those unlucky accidents that can
not be too carefully avoided.
Now if it be true that it is only with extreme labor we are able
to manoeuvre in a confined circle of waltzers, what is the use of
creating imaginary difficulties, and meet a danger, out of which
there are so few chances of escaping with credit.

X.

SEQUEL TO THE ADVICE TO WALTZERS A DEUx TEMPS.

I have spoken of the step of the waltze d deux temps, of the
different modes it allows, of the conduct of the lady, of every
thing that can be considered as an elementary part of it

;
I have

now to advise waltzers to attend with the utmost care to their

carriage, a point no less essential than a
ll

the rest, and which the
master cannot neglect without the greatest injury to his pupils.

It is in vain, I should say to the dancers, that you can execute
the step with facility—in vain that you can perform the most dif
ficult evolutions; if at the same time your neck is not at a distance
from the shoulders, if your arm is distorted, your back bent, and
your legs stiff, you need never aspire to the title o
f good waltzers.

It was believed for a time, and above al
l
a
t

the epoch when the

waltze à deux temps came first into fashion, that it required a
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peculiar sort of affectation in the carriage. Many imagined that
no one could be cited as a fashionable waltzer without some sort

of mannerism, either in fully extending the arm to the lady at the
risk of blinding the nearest couple, or in rounding the elbow like
a handle, or in flinging back the head in a sort of frenzy, or, in a
word, by affecting some singularity of attitude. Good taste,
however, has done good justice to all these affectations, which did
real injury to the waltze, which was for a long time considered to

be mad, or eccentric, while nothing in the world can be more easy
or natural. As for me, I never cease recommending to my pupils
simplicity and nature in their waltzing; I do not even allow that
the lady's wrist should be kept elevated, the fingers hanging with
out those of the gentlemen, according to the mode that some
have attempted to establish. The best way is to hold the lady
quite simply by the hand, and to conduct her with as little effort
as if leading her in a promenade. The drawing-room waltze
should be never considered as a forced exercise, and still less as

an affair of parade; nor can we too closely approach to that
graceful ease which people of fashion evince in all their actions.
Whoever in waltzing perverts his usual habits, or takes a manner,

an attitude, or even a look of command, may reckon beforehand
that he waltzes with pretension,—that is to say, badly. Never
theless, while offering my advice to the gentlemen, I cannot for
bear addressing myself at the same time to the ladies, who should
also take to themselves whatever I have said in relation to ease of
movement and simplicity of attitude. It would be doubtless su
perfluous to insist with them on the necessity of maintaining a
graceful and natural attitude.
I have already, when speaking of the polka, recommended the
ladies to allow themselves to be directed by their partner, to trust
entirely to him without in any case endeavoring to follow their
own impulses; and this advice is particularly applicable to the
waltze à deux temps. The lady, who in the middle of the ball,
should herself seek to avoid the other couples, would run the risk of
thwarting the plans of her partner, who alone can assure her
safety in the midst of people crossing and jostling in every direc
tion. In the same way, when the lady desires to rest, she should
warn her partner, and not stop midway of herself. It is to him
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only belongs the choice of a place where he may place her in
safety.

-

The gentleman should be careful not to let go of his partner

till he perceives she is completely still. The rotatory motion, even
after the stop, is often so vivid, that he would risk seeing her lose
her equilibrium, if he detached himself in the midst of a round.
In speaking of the ladies' waltzing, may I be permitted to haz
ard a counsel, and which besides is the opinion of the greater part

of my pupils. Good waltzers are scarce now-a-days amongst the
gentlemen, but it must also be observed, at the risk of being
charged with want of gallantry, that their number is equally lim
ited among the ladies. One may well be surprised at this, con
sidering all those natural qualities of grace and lightness, which
make the generality of dances so easy to them.
It has been too generally imagined that the study of the waltze
is almost unnecessary for the ladies, that their part consisting only

in suffering themselves to be directed, they have only to follow
the impulse given to them without any need of preliminary
knowledge. Beyond doubt the gentleman's part is the most
arduous, and to all appearance has more of care and detail, since
he must do at the same time himself and for his partner; but to
affirm that the lady's part is altogether negative, and not to per
ceive that she also has much art and peculiar skill to acquire, is
an error against which I cannot too strongly protest. A bad
waltzer is certainly a real scourge for the ladies, and it may be
easily conceived that they seek to guard against it; but it must
also be allowed that a bad valseuse—and we cannot deny that
they too may be found—is scarcely a less inconvenience. Not
only does her want of skill injure herself, but it wears, and even
paralyzes her partner, who with all his skill cannot supply her
total want of practice. A gentleman who finds he has to direct
a lady altogether inexperienced, is reduced to the lamentable
necessity of employing force, which infallibly destroys all harmony

and all grace; he no longer waltzes; he raises, he supports, he
drags along.
Ladies, who imagine that a few essays made in private, and
under the too indulged auspices of friends and parents, will enable
them to appear with success before the world, too often deceive
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themselves; and when I say that the counsels of a master are
always useful, if not absolutely indispensable, I hope I shall not be
accused of thinking in a narrow professional spirit when I have
nothing in view but the delights and advance of the art of waltzing.

It is a master only, who by virtue of his office may venture to
point out to a lady the real execution of the step, and the attitude
she should maintain. Is it in the midst of a ball, when the gen
tleman is on the point of starting, that he can take upon himself
to tell the lady that her step is imperfect, her hand badly placed,

that she leans heavily on her partner, and throws herself too
much backward, and so many other details, which, from want of
being pointed out at first, engender defect that may be considered
as irremediable? In fact, a gentleman may scrupulously correct
himself, hemay hear the truth from his friends, but a lady is much

more frequently flattered than admonished. It is a master only
who will undertake the painful, but necessary task of censure, or
at least he will point out those indispensable principles which are
the fruit of observation, and which all the intelligence in the world

is unable to supply. For the rest, and without seeking in any
wise to palliate the extreme rigor of my advice, I ought to add,
that the few lessons, which seem to me requisite for the valseuse,

have nothing very alarming in them. Their education is much
more quickly accomplished than that of the waltzer. I have seen
the greater part of the ladies, who have trusted themselves to my
tuition, in a state to figure at a ball after a very few lessons,

especially if they have had to do with a skillful partner. In fact,
we may easily conceive that much less is necessary to be done for
the carriage of the ladies, who are naturally graceful and elegant;

it is only the first indications that are required to be inculcated on
them; their peculiar aptitude for every kind of dance soon out
strips the lessons of the master.
I cannot terminate these general remarks—which might be
infinitely extended, so many are the shades and details in the
teaching and practice of the waltze d deux temps—without remind
ing the professors that in regulating the step and attitudes of their
pupils they should endeavor to preserve the characteristics of
each, and should take care that while the waltzers appear elegant

and fashionable in their movements, they still remain themselves.
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I have remarked—and no doubt others have done the same
that there are almost as many sorts of waltzers as there are kinds
of dancers. One is distinguished by his impetuosity, his fire; his
attitude without being exactly disordered has not all the pre

scribed regularity; but he makes amends for these defects by the
inappreciable qualities of warmth and vigor. Another waltzes
calmly and without the least agitation; if he does not carry away
his partner, in requital he impresses upon her a motion calm and
sweet, that may be compared to a rocking, and which although a
merit opposite to the dancer of fire and spirit, does not the less
constitute one of the qualities of a good dancer.
It sometimes happens that without exactly springing, certain
waltzers seem at every step to slightly leave the ground by means
of a kind of continued rising, which is not without grace, and,
above all, facilitates the execution of the valse course.
The master must be careful not to attempt reforming any of
those peculiarities which are often the result in each individual of
constitution and nature. Fortunately one may be an equally

good waltzer with the most opposite qualities, and the questions

of self-love and rivalry amongst them reduce themselves to
nothing.

That such a waltzer is preferred to such a one in the world is
not at all surprising; it often happens not because the one is
superior to the other, but simply because his step is more in
harmony with that of such or such a lady. The varieties that
exist amongst the waltzers reproduce themselves amongst the
valseuses.

These dissimilitudes or affections constitute one of the great

charms of the waltze a deux temps. The expert dancer has the
prospect of finding a new waltze almost at every fresh invitation.
Uniformity exists only for novices or the unskillful.

XI.

THE WALTZE A CINQUE TEMPS.
rfor

I will finish what I have to say upon the different kinds of
waltze, by giving some account of a new waltze, composed, during
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my residence in London, by my friend Perrot, and which he has
had the kindness to dedicate to me; I may therefore say I have
been at the fountain-head to acquire its execution and principles.
This, which is called the waltze d cinque temps, is as yet known
in Paris only by hearsay. I must therefore confine myself to a
mere technical notice, and wait till it has received the approbation

of the French public before making any peculiar observations.
The step of this waltze in itself has nothing very complicated;

the principal difficulty consists in the time, which is little used,

but of which, nevertheless, we find an example in Boieldien's
celebrated air, “Wiens, gentille dame.” The pupil should in the

first place familiarize his air with this time, and after attending to
it for a little while he will be able to keep it as easily as that of
the other waltzes.

The waltze a cinque temps, destined originally for the theater,

was executed by springs, and was composed of many figures and
running steps, which have been suppressed to make it suited to
the public.

The position is the same as for the waltze d deux temps; the
gentleman begins with the left foot and the lady with the right.

This is the detail of the five beats, of which the entire waltze
is composed;

First beat: the waltzer should have his right foot in advance,

make a jetë with the left, passing before the lady as in the waltze
d trois temps.

-

Second beat: place the right foot in the third position behind.
Third beat: join the left foot behind the right.

Fourth beat: place the right foot in the fourth position in front.
Fifth beat: a little glissade behind and on the side.
It is necessary always to commence with the left foot.
A demi-round must be made to the three first beats as in the
waltze a trois temps; you then make a slight turn to the fourth,

and make the second demi-round upon the little glissade.

I shall now point out the lady's step, decomposing the five times
as for the gentleman,

First step: the lady should have the left foot in advance, and
make a jetë upon the right foot, raising the left foot behind.
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Second step: coupé upon the left foot, raising the right foot
before to the fourth position.

Third step: jetè upon the right foot, raising the left behind.
Fourth step: jeté of the left foot, raising the right behind.
Fifth step: little glissade behind the right foot. "
The lady should not forget that she must always commence
with the right foot.
This waltze is capable of as many variations as the others, and
admits equally of l'envers and l'endroit.
To accustom the pupil's ear to this time, the composer has sug
gested a bell to be struck with a little hammer at the fifth beat.
For the greater facility this measure may be divided into two—a
measure of three beats, and a measure of two.
After this simple detail, made rather by way of precept than
for the world, I do not pretend to give any farther idea of the
waltze a cinque temps, nor to presage the less or greater success,

that it is destined to meet with. If
,

however, I may be allowed

to speak o
f my personal impressions, independent o
f
the fascina

tion it derived from the wonderful execution of its inventor—it

seems to me to combine a
ll

the conditions o
f

allurement and grace

which are needful to put it on a par with other dances and new
waltzes. I think, too, that there will be found in its execution a
peculiar originality, which it owes to the piquant, clashing charac
ter o

f

the rhythm, which may, perhaps above all, contribute to its
becoming fashionable.
But I must not forget that I am talking of a waltze which, so

to speak, is unpublished, and which, at the moment o
f my writing,

has not yet appeared in any French ball-room. I have always
held the maxim that a professor o

f dancing should never take the
initiative in the matter o

f
a new dance o
r waltze; he ought to

wait for the public impulse without ever attempting to give it

himself. A master's pretending to impose a novelty on the ball
room might perhaps b

e enough to drive it from them forever,

whatever else might be its merit and attractions. It is
,

therefore,

under the form o
f
a mere suggestion that I have ventured to

speak o
f

the waltze à cinque temps; I have therefore endeavored

to describe its fundamentals, and to explain the step for those
who may wish to try it
. My duty is to watch for the first indi.
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cations, and to see what may be its fate in the balls of the ensu
ing winter.

XII.

THE MAZURKA.

Of all the dances that of late years have been introduced into
the Parisian ball-rooms, there is none that has a character more

marked with vigor and originality than the mazurka, the Polish
origin of which I need hardly mention. I will only here repeat
what I said of the polka; the mazurka now finds itself natural
ized in France, thanks to the gracious reception it met with,

almost on its first appearance, from the élite of the public.

The waltze, or any other dance, is partly composed of a cer
tain mechanism, which the dancers—even the most opposed
end by becoming familiar with in the long run, and which a
master may, in a given time, strictly inculcate. It is not so with
the mazurka—a dance altogether independent and truly inspired

—which has no rule but taste and the peculiar fancy of every
one, the performer being, so to speak, his own master.
I do not hesitate to affirm that only one part of the mazurka
can be taught; the rest is invented, is extemporized, in the ex
citement of the execution; and it is precisely this circumstance
of constant inspiration that renders the mazurka so attractive, so
varied, and makes it perhaps the first of the fashionable dances.
Here, as in my lessons, I shall confine myself to pointing out
four principal steps, which will enable the pupils to follow the
time, the rhythm of which, however marked it may be, still does
not fail to present difficulties to beginners. Those who possess

these four steps will be far from dancing the mazurka well, but
they will at least know the elements, and will be in a condition
to direct themselves.

The first is called the pas glissé, or mazurka step. It is exe
cuted by springing lightly on the right foot, and allowing the left
to glissade to the fourth position in front, which employs two
beats of the bar. Then the left leg is raised to the fourth posi

tion behind; this lifting up of the foot is performed on the third
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beat of the bar. Then you recommence with the other leg, and
so on with the rest.

This step is called the mazurka step, because it is the most
usual and is unceasingly repeated, either alone or in combination

with other steps. The pupil should endeavor to be quite perfect

in it before undertaking other and more complicated steps.
The second is called the pas de basque.

We are here speaking of the Polish pas de basque, which we
must be careful not to confound with the French pas de basque.
The first of these is executed in three, in order to mark the
measure.

For the first step you jump, changing the leg as in the French
step, but holding up the changed leg in the fourth position in ad
Vance."

For the second beat, you bring this leg to the ground; glissad
ing it slightly; and for the third, you make a coupé under the
other foot, beating sharply with the heel, and flinging up the same
leg to recommence another step. It is necessary to try and ad
vance well at the second beat, setting the foot to the ground, and
avoiding to make the steps by jerks. The pas de basque of the

mazurka should be made by stretching out without crossing.

The third step has been called the pas boiteux (hobble-step),

because the novices, who can only execute it imperfectly, have
all the appearance of hobbling.
The first beat is the same as for the pas de mazurka; but instead
of lifting up the right leg behind at the third beat, you strike the
coup de talon with the right foot on the left, and at the same
moment quickly raise the left. The heel is placed close to the
lower part of the right calf as in the polka; this step always
attacks the same foot.

The fourth step, called the pas polonais, or coup de talon, is exe
cuted by striking the right heel with the left for the first beat; for
the second, you place the left foot in the second position aside; for
the third, you bring up the right foot with a glissade and without
springing to the left, and give a fresh coup de talon to recom
Imence.

-

In the course of the promenades this step is executed solely
with the left foot; in the rounds it is made with both feet.
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The position of the foot is the same for the mazurka as for the
waltze à deux temps; you must not seek either to bend it or to
turn it out, but leave it in its natural position.

The coups de talon, which are introduced into various steps of
the mazurka, and which are even one of the indispensable accom
paniments of the dance, ought to be given well in time, with a
certain degree of energy, but without exaggeration. Too loud a
coup de talon will always be considered in the ball-room as evinc
ing bad taste.
By the help of the four elementary steps, which I am going to
point out, the pupil will be enabled to execute that which in the
mazurka is called a promenade.

The promenade is executed by holding the lady by the right

hand and making her perform a course according to fancy—now

king, now broad, one moment slanting, the next square, according

to the space at command.
The promenade may be called the foundation of the mazurka;

it is indispensable before each figure. The Poles, such excellent
masters in affairs of the mazurka, and to whom, for my part, I am
so much indebted, since they were my first models, delight par
tieularly in the promenade, extending and diversifying it to infini
tude. In fact, it is there, more than in the figures, that the real
character of the dance can be displayed.
Every promenade should be terminated by a round of the gen
tleman with the lady. This round, at one time known under the
barbarous and inharmonious name of the holubiec is now simply

called a tour sur place. Its execution requires particular attention
in the pupil, and requires to be attacked with a grace and vigor

that only long practice can give. We may judge a mazurka.
dancer, by the more or less attraction and character which he is
able to impart to this step alone.

To perform the tour sur place the gentleman should face his
partner, draw her to him, and fling her with a certain decision
into his left arm. At the same time he raises the right leg behind,

and lets it fall into the fourth position in front. He then pivots
on both feet, rising on the toes, and changing his position so as to

find his left foot in the fourth position in advance. At the end of
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the pirouetting, and upon the third beat of the bar, he raises the
right leg to the fourth position behind to recommence the step.

When the gentleman has executed the step four times in ad
vance consecutively, he changes the position by passing the lady

into his right arm and continuing to turn in the same direction.
For the two first beats of the bar he makes the pas d'assemblee
behind with the left foot; and for the third, he executes the
sissonne tendu; this step he performs four times consecutively, and
then takes the lady's hand if he intends continuing the prome
nade; o

r, if the promenade b
e ended, h
e

contents himself by
disengaging his arm from the lady's waist as in the rest o

f

the
waltze.

It should be observed that when the gentleman makes the pas
tombé in advance, the lady makes the assemblé sissonne behind;

and when in his turn the gentleman attacks the assemblé sissonne,
the lady makes the pas tombé.

The tour sur place, one of the most elegant but difficult steps

o
f

the mazurka, is the only one that does not vary as to the
movement o

f

the feet; it may, however, h
e executed in many

ways.

The gentleman, without turning round, and while continuing to

mark the step, may make his partner turn about him. He first
passes her from his right to his left hand, turning the left arm
about himself. When the lady has got back to her original place,

h
e passes his right arm under his left, taking her b
y

the waist, and
executes the tour sur place by the assemblé sissonne, while the
lady makes it in advance b

y

the pas tombé.

Sometimes also the dancer flings his partner into his right arm
without any entwining, and makes her execute the tour sur place,

a
s described above. This method, less practiced than the other,

has something brusque about it
,

but it is deficient neither in grace

nor in decision. It is well to employ it from time to time, were

it only for the sake of variety, for it cannot be too often repeated

to pupils, that variety is one o
f

the greatest charms and most funda
mental laws o

f

the mazurka.

With the exception o
f

the tour sur place, which presents the
same difficulties to the lady as to the gentleman, the ladies have
not to execute steps in the mazurka b
y

any means so complicated
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as their partners. In the course of the promenades they have
only to perform the basque polonais, omitting the coup de talon,

which belongs especially to the gentleman, and to mingle little
glissading steps that should be made with great rapidity. For the
general round they must have recourse to the fourth step pointed

out above, called pas polonais, except that in making the coup de
talon, they will disengage the leg toward the side.
The ladies, though apparently less active, or less occupied,

than the gentlemen in the mazurka, yet do not fail to have also a
very decisive and influential part in the success of the dance, as
we shall see directly.

I shall here repeat what I have said when speaking of the
waltze—that there never can be a good dancer with an inexperi

enced danseuse; and I do not fear the being contradicted by
those who have acquired a thorough knowledge of this dance,

when I affirm that it is as rare to find a lady skillful in the mazurka
as it is to find a gentleman so qualified.

I will push no farther these preliminary observations on a
dance which less than any other can be explained by words, and

which in part even defies a
ll analysis. I prefer rather devoting a

separate chapter, a
s I have done in the waltze d deux temps, to

every thing concerning the style o
f
a dance, which I may say

without vanity, I have studied with peculiar care, and which I

do not even now cease to study every day.

I dare not affirm that the mazurka is an art, for fear of seeming

to attach too much importance to a thing o
f

mere amusement.

If
,

however, it be true that the principal characteristic o
f any

art is variety and imagination, the mazurka most assuredly
deserves that title, for not a day can pass that a real dancer will
not see something in it to innovate and invent, which would not
be the case in an exercise o

f

mere routine.

XIII.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE MAZURKA.

Supposing that the pupil is able to execute with facility the
elementary steps just detailed, he will yet be far from having
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finished his education, and possesses only a sketch, and if I may
so express myself a rough draught of the dance.
It now remains to unite these different steps, to pass freely from
one to the other without losing the time, to introduce into the

movements and attitudes those fancies, those innumerable graces—

such as rest in the middle of a bar, double coup de talon, goings to
and fro with the lady, and so many other shades which compose
the real character of the mazurka.

It is necessary to attain that degree of practice and facility,
which allows the dancer to spring forward with his lady, without
in the least troubling himself about the step he is going to form,

above a
ll things relying o
n

the inspiration o
f

the moment. Every

one will doubtless comprehend that those who content themselves
with uniformly making the ordinary step o

f

the mazurka o
r

the
pas de basque, according to the instructions o

f

the masters, regu
larly accomplishing their promenade without any variety o

f step

o
r attitude, will execute the mazurka imperfectly, or not at all.

It is not thus that the Poles understand it
,

who have the great
advantage o

f having danced it from childhood, and almost without
study, which o

f

course gives them, a superiority o
f style and

originality.

The real dancer o
f

the mazurka not only varies his steps, but

more frequently invents them, creating new ones that belong only

to himself, and which others would b
e wrong in copying with

servility. One o
f

the great advantages o
f

this dance is
,

that it
leaves to each his individuality, and prevents those who practice

it from seeming as if formed upon the same model.

In my notice of the waltz d deux temps, I have spoken of the
importance o

f good carriage to the dancers; this is yet more
applicable to the mazurka, which is above all others a dance o

f

attitudes.

It would be difficult, if not childish, to attempt any literal indi
cation to the pupils o

f

the attitudes they ought to assume while
dancing. It is for them to obey their inspirations, and to take care
what they do with the head and body, so as to avoid monotony
and stiffness. “We do not dance with the legs only,” said Marcel,
“but with the body also and the arms.” This might seem to have
been said chiefly with a view to the mazurka.
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I have observed that most Poles at the first step made an incli
nation of the head, and raised themselves at the second step with
a sort of decision full of gracefulness. When a new direction is
given to the lady, there are also peculiar movements, which prae

tice suggests of itself to intelligent pupils.

The mazurka is compounded of impulse, majesty, it
s

freedom

from a
ll

restraint and piquancy; it has at the same time something

o
f pride, and even o
f

the martial. It is requisite to mingle

seasonably these various character, which ought to be found with
all their shades in the attitude o

f

the dancer, who in no case

should remain languid o
r

inanimate. Whoever should think o
f

executing the mazurka with no more movement o
r variety than is

thrown into the French country-dance, would do wrong to under
take it

. It is necessary to dare, and not be thinking of what
may b

e said, to dance for one's self and not for others, with a pre
vious conviction that the freedom o

f
the dance, its invincible

warmth, and the real pleasure it imparts to those who are execut
ing it

,

will soon get over that slight degree of strangeness that it

may have for the French spectators. I like to see my pupils
venture something even in the first attempts, and seek to take
attitudes although at the risk o

f
a little exaggeration, which it

is always easy to correct. It is a fancy with some professors to

set a mark upon all attitudes that savor o
f pretension or of the

theatrical. Nevertheless, I must say that hitherto the French
dancers have rather erred on the side of too little than of too
much, and have given more cause to complain o

f

the want o
f

fire
than of the contrary excess.
The Poles, whom one cannot help constantly quoting, when
one talks o

f

the mazurka, excel particularly in the art o
f directing

the ladies. They have the power o
f making them describe such

graceful undulations, those volts, if I may be allowed the expres
sion, so piquant, and so much in the spirit o

f

the dance. A

promenade has particularly for it
s object to occupy the lady, to

assume a
n appearance by turns o
f flying, rejoining, removing, and

recalling, with movements easy, piquant, and sometimes also
mingled with a certain authority, which the final tour sur place,
ought particularly to express. After this it may be imagined, as

I have said above, that the part of the lady is not unimportant,
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and that upon her more or less dexterity, depends, in a great
degree, the success of her partner. She ought to follow him what
ever may be the rapidity of his paces, to stop when he stops, to
recommence with him, and never to be surprised or put out,

whatever may happen. The tour sur place above all requires on
the lady's part much decision and presence of mind. She should
give herself up entirely without restraint to the movement of the
gentleman as he throws her into his arm. The least hesitation
on her part would ruin the effect of this step, which loses its
character if there is not a perfect harmony between her and the
gentleman.

It would be superfluous, I imagine, to repeat here what I have
already said of the waltze à deux temps—that ladies would be
wrong in attempting the mazurka in public, without having pre
viously received the instructions of a master—that they would
find neither success nor pleasure from this dance, if they did not
know the first elements of it beforehand.
When the pupil has acquired a sufficient knowledge of the step,

and of directing the lady, he may then execute the figures, of
which I shall give the details in an article on the cotillon. But I
cannot too often repeat how much the practice of the promenades
appears to me to be necessary—indispensable even, not only in
regard to debutants, but even to pupils more advanced. A master
who should make his pupils practice the figures from the begin
ning, would never form true dancers of the mazurka. The prome

made alone enables the professor to attend particularly to the step

and attitude of every one. Whoever submits for several lessons
to this exercise, monotonous, it is true, and little attractive for the
novice, will not in the end regret the experiment. He is sure
to never fall into common-place, and to possess that ease and
variety of step, which double the pleasure of the dance. He who
can well execute a promenade may say that he can dance the
mazurka; the study of the figure is a trifle, requiring only
memory and a little attention.
I cannot conclude my observations on the mazurka without
remarking that it has been, and still is
,

the subject o
f many

reproaches, which I should not mention except that it gives me a

fresh occasion o
f

better discussing the principles and nature o
f

the
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dance. It has been accused of being too little spread, of but
rarely making it

s appearance in the ball-room, and o
f being the

appanage, a
s it were, of a chosen few. As it did not become

popular at once upon it
s

first introduction, some have imagined

that it must sooner or later be entirely forgotten.

I think it is wrong to judge of any dance by its greater or less
popularity; provided it lasts, preserves it

s attraction, and above
all maintains its rank in the world, that is beyond doubt sufficient,

and it is not absolutely necessary that it should become at once
the prey o

f

the multitude.

I need not call to mind that from its debut in France, the ma
zurka has been admitted into the most distinguished ball-rooms,

and is perhaps still destined for a certain time to confine itself to

such assemblies; for this there are many reasons, which may be

easily comprehended. In the first place the very difficulty of the
dance, that I have not attempted to conceal; the necessity of

previous and continued study, which o
f

course requires leisure;

then its character, which is compounded not only o
f boldness, o
f

warmth, and freedom from restraint, but also o
f dignity and ele

gance. I much doubt indeed if a person of vulgar form and
deportment can ever completely succeed in the mazurka.
Now, because a dance is not within the reach o

f

the first comer,
represents a

n art altogether peculiar, and even maintains, if you
like, even to the new mode a certain aristocratic varnish, is that a
reason for rejecting it? is it not rather a pledge for the future?

It has also been objected to the mazurka that it is not French;

it has been said that its foreign name would always prevent it

from obtaining letters o
f naturalization, which however have been

granted a
t various times to other dances much less deserving.

I shall not inquire whether any dance belongs to a particular
people rather than to another, o

r

whether in a certain point o
f

view, all dances, and more particularly the natural, are not citi
zens o

f

the same country, which is that o
f elegance, taste and

gracefulness. Without either examining whether those dances
that we call French—dances o
f etiquette for the most part, tradi
tions o
f

the ancient court—without examining whether they

have been, o
r

still are, the faithful expositors o
f

our manners and
customs, I will only observe that we meet in the mazurka with
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vivacity, unrestrainedness, variety, dignity, and a little of that
martial spirit, that we love in France to mingle with our pleasures.

Now is all this opposed to our character? and ought we to con
test the rights of a dance which perhaps is foreign only in name,

and which in any case is not presented for adoption without
having first shown its adherence to our colors? In a word, here
as in the waltze à deux temps, I will make but one answer to those
who would absolutely deny the peculiar impressions, impulse, and
pleasure which the mazurka communicates to those who engage

in it—Dance it. I feel confident of the result, and do not fear to

appeal from the judgment o
f

the mere spectator to that o
f

the
dancer, which cannot fail o

f being a
t

the same time more compe
tent and more favorable.

XIV.

THE QUADRILLE-MAZURKA.

The Poles, in executing a mazurka begin by forming a general
round, which they extend as much as possible, in order to leave
room for the dancers.

The gentleman, whose peculiar duties I shall point out in the
article on cotillons, starts first, and describes a figure, which the
other couples repeat, replacing each other according to their
fancy.

-

It is seldom that the couples have settled amongst themselves
beforehand the figures they intend to execute. A word, and often

a sign is sufficient for all to understand what they have to do, and
for each to set out in his turn without the necessity o

f any other
warning o

r preparation. But the mazurka is not as yet sufficiently
common in France for us to execute it as the Poles do, that is to

say, without rehearsal, though I do not doubt that we shall eventu
ally be able to extemporize it as in Russia and Poland. For this

it is sufficient to know all or at least the principal figures of the
cotillon, which I shall take care to collect at the end of this
volume.

In the mean while that such experience of the dance is not suf
ficiently general, it often happens that the mazurkas, which are
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attempted to be improvised in the French ball-rooms, are deficient
in order and judgment. Amongst the gentlemen, it is

,

who shall
take the responsibility o

f conducting? There is hesitation, if not
positive confusion, amongst the couples, who do not well under
stand each other's intentions. In a word, it not unfrequently
happens that a mazurka, pompously announced, ends in a general
rout, for a single unskillful gentleman is often enough to defeat
the whole.
To obviate these inconveniences, many persons have requested

me to devise certain figures, which might be studied in private,

and would thus afford the dancers a settled theme, as it were, or

subject, that they might execute literally in the ball-room, and
have nothing else to think o

f
than the step. To such wishes I

have yielded b
y

composing the quadrille-mazurka, in which I

have combined a variety o
f figures, chosen from amongst those

that appeared to me best calculated to represent the character o
f

the dance. In order to avoid as much as possible whatever of the
unusual the mazurka might have in the eyes o

f

certain persons,

and to proportion it to the framework of a ball, I have even been

a
t

the pains o
f regulating it in some measure by the laws of the

French quadrille.
-

The quadrille-mazurka may be danced face to face, in four, six,

o
r eight couples, up to thirty-two, which is an advantage for the

novices, who are often somewhat embarrassed by the solo prome
nades.

The music is the same as that o
f

the mazurka, which I have
explained above.

-

I have no vanity whatever in regard to the composition of this
quadrille, which is rather a matter o

f arrangement than invention,

and in which I have done nothing more than combine the frag
ments o

f figures extracted for the most part from the cotillon.
Neither do I pretend that the quadrille-mazurka can pass for the
mazurka itself, which to the real amateur has advantages that
nothing can replace, but which it is so often difficult to realize in

Paris, with a
ll

the requisites o
f place, harmony, and above all, o
f

patience o
n

the part o
f

the spectators. I offer this new quadrille

to the public in some sort as a specimen and foretaste of the ma
zurka, a kind o

f compromise between the French and Polish
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dance. I think that it may perhaps take its place with advantage
in the course o
f

the ball, if it were only as a variety and relief in

the midst o
f

the waltzes and country-dances. I may besides
remark that the entire execution o

f

these five figures does not
last more than eight o

r

ten minutes; that beyond doubt is a real
merit in the eyes even o

f

the most decided enemies to the ma
zurka, and will alone suffice to justify, in default o

f

other claims,

the success which it obtained last winter in my courses and in the
assemblies where they thought proper to adopt it

.

DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES.

OF THE QUADRILLE-MAZURKA.

As in all the mazurkas, you begin by waiting eight bars to

form the round—make a turn to the left (eight bars)—a turn to

the right (eight bars)—all the couples make the tour sur place

forward (four bars)—and backward (four bars).

FIGURE A.

The two couples facing each other make the complete English

right and left (eight bars).
The two gentlemen, advancing with their partners, give each
other their left arms by the elbows, make a demi-tour very rapidly,

change the ladies, and make the tour sur place forward (eight

bars).
They repeat this figure to bring them back to their places (six
teen bars). -

The same figure for the opposite party (thirty-two bars).

FIGURE B
.

Wait eight bars.
The two opposite gentlemen, holding their partners by the
hand, advance (four bars).
And fall back (four bars).
They cross by the right to change places (four bars).
And make the tour sur place forward (four bars).
They repeat this figure to bring themselves back to their places

(sixteen bars).
The same figure for the opposite party (thirty-two bars).
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FIGURE C.

Wait eight bars. -

The two opposite ladies cross by their right (four bars), and
recross, giving the left hand. At the end of this recrossing the
gentlemen give the right hand to the right hand of their ladies,
turning the same way with them and taking them by the waist
with the left hand (four bars).
In this position the ladies, still holding each other by the left
hand, make a demi-tour change places (four bars).

The gentlemen, without letting go the waists of their partners,
make the tour sur place forward (four bars).
They form the moulinet d quatre, taking each other's right hand,

and make an entire round (four bars).
The two gentlemen, who have changed their side, take again

the hands of their partners, and fall back with them (four bars).
They repeat this figure to regain their places: this second time
they omit the moulinet (sixteen bars).
The same figure for the opposite party (forty bars).

FIGURE D.

Wait eight bars.
The first gentleman begins by promenading in advance with
his partner (four bars).

He continues the promenade to regain his place (four bars).
Petit tour forward (four bars).
And backward (four bars).
The gentleman again sets out in advance, makes his partner

cross to the left, and without quitting her hand takes with his
other the lady of the opposite couple, who catches behind the
gentleman the hand of the first lady (four bars).
In this position a

ll

three advance together (four bars) and fall
back without turning round.
The gentleman stoops, passes under the arms o
f

the two ladies,

united behind, with which his own are then found crossed (four
bars). w

The gentleman and the two ladies thus execute a round to the
right: at the end o

f

this round, the gentleman leaves the lady he
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has taken to her partner, who causes her to make a tour sur place

backward (four bars), while he himself promenades with his lady

to regain his place (four bars). Short round forward (four bars).
And backward (four bars).
The same figure for the three other couples (one hundred and
twenty bars).

FIGURE E.

Wait eight bars.
The two couples facing each other make the English half right

and left, at the end of which the gentlemen, without quitting the
left hand of their partners, should execute a demi-tour on them
selves, and pass the right arm under the left of their ladies to take
them by the waist (four bars).
In this position they make the tour sur place backward (four
bars).

The same half hands round and petit tour to return to their
places (eight bars).
They then form four hands round and make a demi-tour to the

left (four bars).
A tour forward (four bars).—Another demi-tour en rond, and to
the left (four bars).
Petit tour forward (four measures).
Double right and left, and return to their places (eight bars).
Tour sur place forward (four bars).—And backward (four bars).
The same figure for the other party (forty-eight bars).
They finish without stopping by a grand rond, eight steps to
the left and eight steps to the right.

And a grande chaine plate beginning by the right hand. When
the gentleman has returned to his lady he makes a tour sur place

at discretion (sixteen bars).
Note. When there are many couples, and consequently the
final grande chaine becomes too long, the music must play till the
tour sur place is executed.
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XV.

THE WALTZE-MAZURKA, CALLED THE CELLARIUS.

I shall conclude what I have to say of the mazurka by giving
the explanation of a waltze that I composed at a time when the
taste for this dance was beginning to spread in France.

It appeared to me that the step of the mazurka was adapted
also to the waltze, and that by mingling other steps with it

,

but
always in the character o

f

the dance, it would be possible to com
pose a waltze o

f
a perfectly novel kind, which might be executed

a
t

times when the company was not numerous enough to form a

complete mazurka. This waltze might also b
e advantageously

introduced amongst the cotillons, when the approach o
f

the con
clusion renders a more animated movement almost indispensable
to the dancers. -

My pupils would have this waltze called after me, and have
named it the Cellarius. I had no choice but with all humility to

accept this honor; to have declined it would, I think, have been on
my part much more an affectation than an act o

f modesty. But

it may be supposed that I am not going to discuss the more or

less merit o
f

the Cellarius, nor to dwell upon the flattering recep

tion it has met with in France and England. By a double reason

o
f propriety, I feel myself bound here more than ever to strictly

limit myself to a simple notice o
f

the step and character o
f

this
Waltze.

The mazurka-waltze consists o
f

three distinct parts, which are
executed a

t

discretion. To the first I have given the name of

simple waltze; to the second that o
f

coup d
e talon; and to the

third that of the double waltze.

The dancer faces his partner as for the ordinary waltze. The
beginning is made with the left foot b

y
a sliding step, and b
y

sliding to the second position. You then pirouette, springing on
the left foot, and raising the right to recommence with this leg.

This is for the first part.

The second part is performed by means o
f

the beat o
f

the heel,

which I have already explained in the article o
n

the mazurka.
You then lengthen aside step witnout turning to recommence with
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the other leg. This step is made four times with one foot, and
four times with the other.

For the third part you execute the two pas de deport that I have
pointed out in the first. After the second step, when the left leg

is in air, and you are on the extreme end of the foot, you give at
the conclusion of the bar a coup de talon, short and well marked,

in chassant the right leg to the side, to recommence with the same.
The first part of this waltze is executed to the right, to the left,
in advance and backward, the same as with the polka.

The waltzer must necessarily possess all the capabilities required
by the mazurka—suppleness of body, flexibility of movement,
and limbs pliant yet endowed with a certain vigor.

The mazurka-waltze may be danced to all the airs of the ma
zurka, only the orchestra must take a more animated movement,

and well emphasize the attack of every bar.

XVI.

THE REDOWA.

In speaking of the redowa, I shall repeat what I have said of
the waltze d cinque temps. I must not forget that at the moment
of my writing, the redowa is much more talked of than practiced,

nor do I believe it was introduced into any French ball-room dur
ing the last winter.
I have already declared my opinion that nothing which pro
fessors may say or write in favor of any new dance or waltze
will have the least effect in directing public opinion. The best
way is to wait till any novelty has made its way into the ball
rooms before hazarding an opinion. To confine himself to fore
telling what an unknown dance may be if it should be adopted by
persons of distinction, is

, I conceive, the wisest part for the mas
ter. Having imposed upon myself this reserve in regard to the

waltze d cinq temps, I shall no doubt be applauded for not depart
ing from it on the subject of the redowa, of which I shall here
explain the principles. -

This dance, originally Bohemian, is executed by couples, like

a
ll

the other waltzes, and is composed o
f

three parts distinct from
each other.
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1st. The pursuit.

2d. The waltze, called redowa.
3d. The waltze d deux temps, executed to a peculiar measure,

and which, by a change of the rhythm, assumes a new character.
The great obstacle to the redowa is

,

it must be owned, the
small extent of most of the Parisian ball-rooms.

The middle o
f

the floor must o
f necessity be reserved for the

dancers, who execute that peculiarp romenade called the pursuit,
while those who dance the waltze turn in a circle about the room.

It may be imagined that these two different manoeuvres require a

certain space, and beyond this, a certain order in the dances, that
unhappily one is unused to meet with in France, except in some
few assemblies.

The time o
f

the redowa is a trois temps, and should b
e played

much more slowly than the ordinary waltze.
The position o

f

the gentleman is the same as for the waltze d

trois temps. The gentleman sets out with the left foot, and the
lady with the right.

-

In the pursuit the position is different; the gentleman and his
partner face, and take each other by the hand; they advance o

r

fall back a
t pleasure, and swing (balance) in advance and back

ward.

-

To advance, the step o
f

the pursuit is made by a glissade for
ward without springing, coupé with the hind foot and jeté on it

,
you recommence with the other foot, and so on for the rest.

The retiring step is made by a sliding step o
f

the foot back
ward without springing, and jeté with the front foot, and coupé
with the one behind.

It is necessary to advance well on the sliding step and to spring
lightly in the two others sur place, balancing equally in the pas de

Poursuite, which is executed alternately by the left foot in advance,

and the right backward.

The lady should follow all the movements of her partner, falling

back when he advances, and advancing when he falls back.
Care must b
e

taken to bring the shoulder a little forward a
t

each sliding step, for it should always follow the movement o
f

the
leg as it advances or retreats, but this action should not be too
marked, a

s it would give a proof o
f

bad taste.
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When the gentleman is about to waltze with spirit, he should
take the lady's waist with vivacity as in the ordinary waltze.
The step of the redowa in turning may be thus analyzed for the
gentleman.

Jeté of the left foot, passing before the lady as in the waltze à
trois temps—glissade of the right foot behind the fourth position

aside—the left foot is brought to the third position behind—then
the pas de basque is executed by the right foot bringing it forward,

and you recommence with the left.
-

The pas de basque should be made in three very equal beats, as
in the mazurka. The lady performs the same steps as the gentle
man, beginning by the pas de basque with the right foot.
To waltze a deux to the measure of the redowa, we should
make each step upon each beat of the bar, and find ourselves at
every two bars, the gentleman with his left foot, and the lady

with her right—that is to say, we should make one whole and one
half step to every bar.
This dance, which does not present great difficulties in regard

to its elements,—especially for those who already know the ma
zurka and the waltze d deux temps, has yet a peculiar style of its
own, which it is necessary to seize. The redowa requires, and
perhaps more than any other dance, great flexibility of body and a
peculiar feeling for the time, the accent of which should find an
echo in the movements of the dancer. -

I have, of course, no need to remark that the principles of the
redowa, which I have just explained, do not anywise belong to
myself. I owe them to the kind patronage of many persons of
the highest distinction in Prague and Berlin, who have conde
scended to give me a specimen of this dance by executing it them
selves in my presence, that I might have a just conception of its
character. -

I have thought it right to follow the same rule with the redowa
that I have laid down for myself in respect to all other foreign
dances—that is

,

to conform myself as much a
s possible to the

primitive type furnished by the people with whom they have ori
ginated, without prejudice to the modifications which custom and
French taste have been able to introduce.

If I have had the good fortune to form amongst my pupils some
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dancers of the mazurka so skillful as to be mistaken for Poles or
Russians, I owe it, I may say, to that method which has always
made me, when teaching, g

o

back to the national character o
f

every dance. Such apparent imitation, instead o
f leading to

routine, assists o
n

the contrary the originality o
f intelligent pupils,

and enables them to equal, if not surpass, their models.

I confess that it is my earnest desire to see other masters adopt
this system, which at least has the advantage o

f presenting to the
public a

n invariable type for each dance, and destroys the germ

o
f

those divisions and misintelligences so injurious to the teaching

and practice.

A master, as it seems to me, ought to avoid giving, under the
title o

f

such o
r

such a foreign dance, a fanciful step, which is only

a counterfeit, and has originated a
t

the French opera, o
r

even in

his own brain. Not that I mean to say that conventional steps
are necessarily inferior to those originally executed in-Austria,
Germany, Poland, o

r any other country; but they have the
grave inconvenience o

f creating as many sorts o
f

dances a
s there

are professors.

It may be remembered that at the time of the appearance of

the polka, almost every one had his own, and often the polka o
f

one ball-room differed from that of another. The mazurka even

yet is scarcely settled. But these dances encounter already suffi
cient obstacles in the peculiarities o

f

their execution without every

one pretending to dance them after his own fashion.
May these misunderstandings not occur again in regard to the
redowa—may every professor resolve to seek the model o

f it
,

not

in his own imagination, but the nationality itself o
f

the dance,

which is
,

a
s it seems to me, at once the most natural and the

safest guide. In forming this hope, it is no peculiar interest of

my own that I have in view; I speak for the general good, and
from my own experience, which has shown me how much the

want o
f unity in teaching has been injurious to all.
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XVII.

THE GERMAN, OR COTILLION.

Having described all the dances and waltzes that belong to the
present fashion, it remains for me to speak of the cotillon, that,
from the numerous elements of which it is composed, may be con
sidered as the abstract of all the principal dances already detailed.

The important place held by it in ball-rooms is well known. We
are all aware of the variety and animation it throws over the con
clusion of balls, which can hardly be considered complete if they
have not a cotillon for the epilogue, that always ends too soon to
please the dancers. I think it my duty, therefore, as I have said
in the preface, to devote particular attention to the description of
the cotillon, that I look upon it as the groundwork of the dances
of high life, and in regard to which it is well to have, once for all,
a clear understanding.

To form a cotillon it is necessary to be seated around the room
in a semicircle, or circle, according to the number of dancers, ,
being careful to keep close to the walls, so as to leave in the
middle of the room the greatest space possible.
The dancers are arranged in couples, the gentleman always
having the lady on his right, and without leaving an interval
between the seats.

The gentleman who rises first to set assumes the title of the
conductor; the place, which he occupies with his lady, represents

what is called the head of the cotillon.
The cotillon may consist of the waltze alone, the polka, or the
mazurka. It often happens that the three are mingled, and that
the dancers pass from one to the other for the sake of variety.

When the beginning is made with the waltze, the conducting
couple set out first, and make the round of the room, followed by

the others, who successively return to their places. The first
couple rise again, and execute a figure according to their fancy,

which the other couples must do one after the other to the ex
tremity of the circle.
I do not hesitate to say that the fate of a cotillon is in a great
measure in the hands of the conductor. Upon him, more partic
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ularly, depend the more or less animation and fire that prevail in
the whole. It is he who gives the signal to the orchestra to be
gin, and warns the musicians when it is requisite to change the
air in the cotillons blended with the waltze and polka. The or
chestra should play on through the whole cotillon without ever
stopping till it has been so ordered by the conductor.
For a cotillon to have order and movement, it is essential that
all the couples should implicitly recognize the authority of the
conductor. If all wish to interfere with the conducting after their
own fashion, if the figures are not determined by a single indi
vidual, every thing soon becomes languid and disordered; there
is no longer unity nor connection. It is desirable that this dis
cipline of the cotillon, so well observed in Germany, should be
perfectly established elsewhere, when it would soon be found
how much the regularity of figures contributes to the pleasure of
the whole assembly.

It is the duty of the conductor never to lose sight of the other
couples, and by clapping his hands to warn the tardy, or those
who, by prolonging the waltze, would occupy the ground too
long.

I need not remind those who are likely to read this work, that
the office of the conductor, however strict in appearance, requires

in its details both tact and moderation, and that it would be out
of place for him to attempt directing the cotillon with the least
degree of pretension. For the rest it may be imagined, that with
dancers accustomed to the cotillon, the part of the conductor is
much simplified, and is confined rather to indicating than direct
ing. To lighten yet more, if possible, the duties of the conductor,
and to spare the memory of those who cannot always in the bustle
of a ball-room recollect a new figure, above all when it is not
pointed out by a fixed term, I have collected all the figures that
can enter into the composition of a cotillon. For each of them I
have chosen the shortest and simplest name, so that the conductor
has only to call out the title of a figure with a loud voice, for the
other couples to know at once what they have to do. This indi
cation will be particularly useful to extemporizing mazurkists, and
can alone assure their success. I have been careful also to mark,
between parentheses, at the head of the figures those which may
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apply indifferently to the waltze, the polka, and the mazurka, and
those which belong especially to one or two of those dances.
Without having attempted to fix a precise order in this nomen
clature, I have yet pointed out, in the first place, the most usual
and simple figures, and which in the development of the cotillon
should necessarily precede the more complicated, and of a nature
to excite the animation of the dancers.

XVIII.

FIGURES OF THE GERMAN.

1. -

The Excursion—La Course. (Waltze, polka, mazurka).

The first gentleman quits his partner, whether after the waltze
or after the promenade, and chooses two other ladies from the
circle; his lady on her part chooses two other gentlemen. They
place themselves opposite to each other at a certain distance, and
then commence the waltze or the promenade, each gentleman

with the lady that happens to be opposite to him. This move
ment is made by one, two, or three couples, according to the size
of the ball-room.

The Rounds of three—Les Rona, a trois. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

The first couple sets out, as in the Course, with a waltze or
promenade. The gentleman takes two ladies, and the lady two
gentlemen. Consequently they form two rounds composed of
three persons, who face each other. The two rounds turn very
rapidly. At a signal given, the gentleman passes under the arms
of the two ladies with whom he has just turned, and springs to
ward his own lady, who on her part has been turning with the
two gentlemen, and the latter then rejoin their own ladies, and
having faced them, reconduct them to their places either in waltz
ing or polking.

When this figure is executed for the mazurka, the gentleman

who holds the two ladies makes the lady on his left hand pass

under his right arm and under that of the other lady, which gives
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the appearance of a barrier to be raised. He makes a promenade

with the lady whom he retains. The lady of the other round in
like manner makes the gentleman on her right pass under her
arm, and promenades with the other gentleman. The gentleman

and the lady who have been excluded from the round, rejoin each
other and make a promenade together.

3.

The Chairs—Les Chaires. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

The conductor sets out and makes his partner sit down in a

chair placed in the center of the room. He then takes two gentle

men and presents them to the lady, who must choose one of them.

He then makes the rejected gentleman sit down, and presents two
ladies to him that he may select one." The first gentleman retains
the rejected lady, and conducts her to her place in dancing or
waltzing. This figure may be performed by one, two, three or
four couples.

4.

The Flowers—Les Fleurs. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

The conductor selects two ladies, and invites them in a low

tone to name a flower. He presents the two ladies to another
gentleman, and names to him the two flowers, that he may choose
one of them. The second gentleman waltzes with the lady repre

sented by the flower he has named, and the conductor waltzes
with the other lady. The partner of the first gentleman executes
the same figure with the two gentlemen she has chosen. The

Fleurs may be performed by one, two, or three couples.
-

5.

La Course Assise. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

Two chairs are placed back to back in the middle of the room.
The first couple set out either with the waltze or the mazurka.
The gentleman and his partner then take the one a lady, and the

other a gentleman, whom they place in the chairs. The gentle
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man then seeks two other ladies, whom he takes by either hand,

and places himself opposite the lady he has seated; his partner

does the same with two gentlemen. At a signal given each takes
the person opposite—that is to say, the conductor takes the first
lady whom he seated, and his partner takes the corresponding
gentleman; the two other ladies chosen in the second place, take
in like manner for the waltze or the promenade the gentlemen
placed before them; each, after having made the round of the
room, returns to his place. This figure may be executed by two
couples, placing four chairs instead of two.

6.

The Columns—Les Colonnes. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

The conductor sets out, promenading or waltzing, and leaves his
lady in the middle of the room. He takes a gentleman, whom he
places back to back with his partner; he takes another lady, whom
he places opposite to the gentleman just chosen, and so on for
the rest, till he has formed a column of four or five couples

that he takes care to terminate with a lady. At the signal given
by clapping his hands, every one turns round and dances with his
opposite to his place. A double column may be formed by two
couples setting out at the time.

- 7.

The Cushion—Le Coussin. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

The first gentleman sets out, holding a cushion in his left hand.
He makes the round of the room with his partner, and leaves the
cushion to his partner, which she must present to several gentle
men, inviting them to kneel upon it

.

The lady should draw back
quickly from the gentleman she means to mock, and let it fall
before the one that she intends to choose.

8
.

The Cardes—Les Cartes. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

The first gentleman presents to four ladies the four queens o
f
a

pack o
f cards, while his partner presents the four kings to a
s
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many gentlemen, who rise and seek the ladies of their colors.
The king of hearts waltzes with the queen, the king of spades

with the queen of spades, &c.

9.

The Pyramid—La Piramide. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

Three couples set out together, dancing or waltzing. Every
gentleman seeks another gentleman, and every lady another lady.

The six ladies form three unequal ranks. One lady alone forms
the first rank, and represents the top of the pyramid; two compose

the second rank, and three the third. The gentlemen take each
other by the hand and compose a chain. The conductor leads the
other gentlemen and passes, running, behind the three last ladies.
He enters the last rank, then the second, causing the chain of gen
tlemen he conducts to wind about the ladies. When he comes

in front of the lady placed at the top of the pyramid, he claps his
hands, and leads off either in waltze or promenade the lady oppo

site to him. The other gentlemen in like manner waltze or dance
with their opposites. This figure may be executed by five couples,
by forming a fourth rank of ladies.

10.

The Deceiver—La Trompeuse. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

Two or three couples set out waltzing or promenading. Every
gentleman chooses a gentleman, and every lady chooses a lady.

The conductor alone chooses two gentlemen. The gentlemen form
a line, and place themselves back to back with the ladies, who

form a parallel line. The conductor remains without the ranks,

and places himselfin front of the ladies' line. He claps his hands

and chooses a lady, at which signal a
ll

the gentlemen turn round,

and take for the dance o
r

waltze the ladies who happen to be be

hind them. The gentleman who finds himself without a partner

in consequence o
f

the conductor's choice, returns to his place,

unless h
e

can find a compassionate lady in the circle who will
consent to waltze o

r promenade with him.
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11.

The Serpent—La Serpent (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

The first couple sets out waltzing or promenading. The gentle

man leaves his partner in one of the corners of the room, her
face turned toward the wall, and then goes to choose three or

four ladies, whom he places behind his own, leaving a certain dis
tance between each of them. He then chooses as many gentle
men, himself included, as there are ladies. He forms a chain
with the gentlemen he has chosen, and after having rapidly
promenaded this chain, he passes behind the last lady, then be
tween each one, till he has regained his own. He then claps his
hands, and every gentleman dances or waltzes with his opposite.

This figure, which has a great analogy to the Pyramid, should be
chosen by preference in all rooms of small extent. Two or three
columns may be formed by several couples starting at the same
time.

12.

The Broken Round–La Rond Brisé (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

The first couple sets off waltzing or promenading. The gen
tleman leaves his partner in the middle of the room and chooses
two other gentlemen, who form with him three hands round about
the lady. The gentlemen turn very quickly to the left. At a
signal given, the lady chooses a gentleman for the dance or waltze,

and the two other gentlemen return to their places. When this
figure is done amongst intimate friends and has been intended for
the waltze or polka, the two discarded gentlemen waltze together
about the circle.

13.

The Handkerchief—Le Mouchoir. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

The first couple sets out. After the waltze or promenade, the
lady makes a knot in one of the four corners of a handkerchief,

which she presents to four gentlemen. He who hits upon the
knot waltzes or dances with her to her place.
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14.

The Change of Ladies—Le Changement des Dames. (Waltze,)
polka, mazurka.)

Two couple set out with the waltze or promenade. After hav
ing made sundry circuits, they ought to approach each other, the
gentlemen changing the ladies without losing the step or the time.
After having danced with each other's lady, each takes back his
own and regains his place.

15.

The Hat—Le Chapeau. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

The first couple sets off, when the gentleman leaves the lady in
the middle of the room, and delivers to her a hat. All the gen
tlemen come and form a circle about the lady, with their backs

turned to her, and going very quickly to the left. The lady places

the hat on the head of one of the gentlemen, with whom she
makes a tour de valse or a promenade. The other gentlemen

return to their places.
16.

The Shawl—L'Echarpe. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

This figure is the fellow to that of the Hat. A gentleman, with
a scarf in his hands, keeps in the middle of a circle formed by the
ladies about him, and must fling the shawl on the shoulders of
the one with whom he chooses to dance or waltze. Every gen

tleman should go to rejoin his lady, and reconduct her to her
place. -

17.

The Ladies Seated—Les Dames Assises. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

Two chairs are placed back to back in the middle of the room.
The two first couples begin with the waltze or the promenade.
The two gentlemen seat the ladies, and then choose two others,

with whom they make the tour of the circle, after which they
again take their partners, to reconduct them to their places in
waltzing or dancing. While the two ladies they have just quitted,
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si
t

down in their turn, the two gentlemen execute the same
figure, and so o

n for the rest. When all the gentlemen have gone
through the figure, there remain upon their seats two ladies,

whom their partners come to liberate. This figure may be exe
cuted by three o

r

four couples, by placing as many chairs in the
middle of the circle.

18.

The Glass o
f Champagne–Le Verre d
e Vin d
e Champagne.

(. Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

Three chairs are placed in a line, the two outer chairs being

turned another way from that in the middle. The first couple

sets off; the gentleman seats his lady in the middle chair, gives

her a glass o
f champagne, and goes for two other gentlemen,

whom he places on the other chairs. The lady gives the cham
pagne to one o

f

the gentlemen to drink, and regains her place

with the other, either in dancing or in waltzing.

19.

The Rejected Couples—Les Couples Refusés. (Waltze, polka, ma
-

zurka.)

The first couple sets off. The first gentleman kneels o
n

one

knee in the middle o
f

the room. His partner chooses from the
circle several couples, which she presents to him, and which she
refuses successively. The couples form in a row behind the gen
tleman on his knee, who ends by choosing a lady, with whom he
waltzes o

r promenades, and then brings back to her partner, who
remains in front o

f

the row, and receiving his own lady reconducts
her to her place. The first gentleman reconducts each lady in

dancing and waltzing, and when all the couples have disappeared

h
e again finds his own lady, who had sought refuge behind the

column, whom he reconducts in her turn.

20.

The Nosegays—Les Bouquets. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

Several nosegays are laid upon a table. The first couple sets
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off. - The gentleman and his lady each take a nosegay, which
they present, the gentleman to a lady, and the lady to a gentle
man, to make a tour de valse or a promenade. This figure is
repeated by all the couples.

21.

The Presentation of Ladies—Les Dames Presentées. (Waltze, polka,

mazurka.)

The first couple sets off. The gentleman kneels in the middle
of the room; his partner chooses from the circle several ladies,

whom she presents to him, and whom he invites to place them
selves behind him in a row till he has taken one to dance or waltze

with. This figure, which has great analogy to that of the Rejected
Couples (fig. 19), is better suited to rooms of small size.

22.

The Moving Cushion—Le Coussin Mobile. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

The first couple sets off. The first gentleman seats his lady,

and places at her feet a small cushion, before which he successively

leads several gentlemen whom he has taken from the circle, invit
ing every one to kneel upon the cushion, which the lady, in case
of refusal, quickly draws back. The rejected gentlemen place

themselves in a line behind the chair of the lady, who indicates
her choice by leaving the cushion immovable before the gentle
man with whom she chooses to waltze or dance. The ladies of the

rejected gentlemen come to deliver them, and make a tour de
valse or a promenade back to their places.

23.

The Ladies Mocked—Les Dames Trompées. (Waltze, polka, ma-

zurka.)

The first couple sets off. The gentleman takes his lady by the
hand, promenades about the circle, and approaches several ladies.
pretending to invite them to waltze or dance. The moment the
lady rises to accept his offer, he turns away quickly to address
himself to another, on whom he plays off the same game, till he
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at last really makes a choice. The lady of the conductor dances
or waltzes with the partner of the lady who has been elected.

24. -

The Magic Hat—Le Chapeau Magique. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

The first couple sets off. The gentleman gives to his partner a
hat, which she presents to several ladies, requesting them to place
something in it

.

She afterward presents the hat to several gen
tlemen, who take out one o

f

the deposits, and g
o

to seek the
lady to whom it belongs, to urge her to make a tour de valse or a

promenade. This figure may be performed by several couples at

the time.

25.

The Phalanx—La Phalange. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

The two first couples set off. Each gentleman chooses two
ladies, and each lady two gentlemen. The first gentleman gives

his right hand to the lady on his right, and his left hand to her on
his left; the two ladies give each other their hands behind him so

a
s
to form the ancient figure known by the name o
f

the Graces.

The lady o
f

the conductor takes the same position with the gen

tleman she has chosen; the groups range themselves one after
another in the same manner, and keep so close as to form a pha
lanx, which sets out with the pas d

e polka, a waltze without
turning, or a mazurka. At a given signal the gentlemen, who are
between the two ladies, turn round with them, and each dances

o
r

waltzes with his opposite to his place. This figure may be exe
cuted by three or four couples.

26.

The Mysterious Cloth—Le Drap Mysterieux. (Waltze, polka,-

mazurka.)

The first couple sets off. All the gentlemen of the cotillon range
themselves behind the cloth, which two persons hold out displayed

so a
s

form a sort o
f screen, and place above it the ends of their
fingers, which the lady on the other side is to take, thus indicat
ing her partner.

- -
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27.

The Gentlemen Mocked—Les Cavaliers Trompés. (Waltze, polka,

mazurka.)

The five or six first couples start together, and place themselves
in ranks two and two. The first gentleman holds his lady by the
right hand, and should not look at the couple placed behind him.

His lady leaves him, and goes to choose a gentleman amongst the
other couples. The gentleman and that lady separate, and ad
vance tiptoe on either side of the column, in order to deceive the
first gentleman at the head of it

,

and endeavor to rejoin each
other to dance and waltze together. If the gentleman who is on
the watch is lucky enough to catch hold o

f

his partner, he recon
ducts her, in dancing or waltzing, and the gentleman who follows
replaces him. In the contrary case, he must remain a

t his post

till he can lay hold o
f
a lady. The last remaining gentleman

waltzes o
r

dances with the first lady.

28.

The Double Cross—Le Croix Doublé. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

Four couples start together, and place themselves e
n moulinet

(turnstile fashion.) The gentlemen a
ll give their left hands, and

hold their ladies by the right. Each lady calls a gentleman, who -
comes and gives her his left hand; the new gentlemen in turn
call upon other ladies, who in like manner place themselves in

rays; a
ll

the couples describe a tour in executing together the pas

d
e valse, polka o
r mazurka, then separate and regain their places

by pairs.

29.

The Grand Round—Le Grand Rond. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

Four couples start together. Each gentleman chooses a gen
tleman, and each lady selects a lady. A grand round is formed,
the gentlemen holding each other b
y

the hand on the same side,

and the ladies on the other. The commencement is made by

turning to the left; then the conductor, who should hold his lady
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by the right hand, advances without quitting it
,

and cuts through

the middle o
f

the round, that is to say, between the last lady and
the last gentleman. He turns to the left with a

ll

the gentlemen,

while his partner turns to the right with all the ladies. The con
ductor and his lady having described a semicircle reversed, meet
again and dance o

r

waltze together; the second gentleman takes
the second lady, and so on with the rest till the chain is exhausted.
This figure may be performed with five, six, seven, eight couples,

o
r

even more if the space permits it.

•

30. -

The Twin Circles—Les Circles jumeaux. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

Four couples start together. Each gentleman chooses a gentle
man, and each lady a lady. The conductor places himself in the

ladies' round, and his partner places herself in that o
f

the gentle

men. The two rounds turn to the left with rapidity: at a given
signal the conductor selects a lady to dance o

r
waltze with: his

partner does the same with a gentleman; during this time the
gentlemen extend themselves in one line, and the ladies in

another. The two lines advance toward each other, and every

one dances with his opposite. This figure as well as the preced
ing, may be executed by as many couples as please.

31.

The Deceitful Round—La Rond Trompeuse. (Waltze, polka, ma
zurka.)

The first couple sets out. The conductor chooses three ladies,

whom h
e places with his own a
t
a certain distance from one

another, and as for the game o
f puss in the corner. He then

selects four gentlemen, and forms with them a round which is

intermingled with the square formed by the ladies. The five gen

tlemen ought to turn with great rapidity, and at a given signal
turn round and take the lady that is behind them to dance o
r

waltze with. There is necessarily one gentleman victimized, who

is condemned to return alone to his place.
-

•
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32.

The Convent-Porter—Le Portier du Convent. (Waltze, polka, ma
- zurka.)

The first couple set out. The conductor selects from the circle

several ladies, whom he leads, as well as his own partner, to an
apartment adjoining the ball-room, and of which the door remains
ajar. Each lady names in a low voice a gentleman, whom the
conductor then calls upon aloud to come and make a tour de valse,

or a promenade with the lady that has summoned him. The con
ductor takes care to reserve one of the ladies for himself. This
figure may also be executed by the lady conductress, who should
then imprison the gentleman she chooses, and call the ladies
pointed out by them. -

33.

The Mysterious Hands—Les Mains Mysterieux. (Waltze, polka,

mazurka.)

The first couple sets out. The conductor imprisons in an adjoin
ing apartment several ladies besides his own, as was explained in
the preceding figure. Each lady passes a hand through the half
open door. The conductor leads forward as many gentlemen as
he has chosen ladies, when they each take one of the hands, and
dances or waltzes with the lady so elected. The conductor has
also the right of seizing one of the mysterious hands.

34.

The Handkerchief Chase–La Chasse aux Mouchoirs. (Waltze,
polka, mazurka.)

The three or four first couples start together. The gentlemen

leave in the middle of the room their ladies, who should each
have a handkerchief in her hand. The gentlemen of the cotillon
form a circle about them, with their backs turned. The ladies
toss their handkerchiefs into the air, and waltze or dance with such

of the gentlemen as have the good luck to catch them.
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35.

The Stormy Sea-La Mer Agitée. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

Two rows of chairs are placed with their backs to each other,

as for the game, the name of which has served to designate this
figure. The first couple sets out. The conductor, if he has placed
twelve chairs in the middle of the room, selects six ladies, includ
ing his own, and seats them in every other chair. He then selects
six gentlemen, with whom he forms a chain that he conducts.
After having described a rapid course about the various parts of
the room, and which he may prolong or vary at pleasure, he fin
ishes by closing around the chairs in which the ladies are. When
he seats himself the other gentlemen should do the same, and
each waltze or dance with the lady who is at his right. In this
figure as in that of the Deceitful Round, one gentleman becomes a
victim, and must be content to return alone to his place.

36.

Puss in the Corner—Les Quatre Coins. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

Four chairs are placed in the middle of the room at set inter
vals, to represent the four corners. The first gentleman, after
having made his partner dance a tour de valse or a promenade,

seats her in one of the chairs and takes the three next ladies to
occupy the three other chairs. He stands in the center as for the
game of puss in the corner. The ladies, still sitting, execute the
changes that are no longer made by pacing, but by holding each
other by the hand for the exchange of seats. When the gentle

man can possess himself of one of the chairs left vacant by any
lady in the attempt to change places with her neighbor, he waltzes
or dances with her whom he has just dethroned. Another gen
tleman then places himself in the center of the circle, and another
lady takes the vacant chair. When the last gentleman has taken

the place of one of the four last ladies, the partners of the three
remaining should reconduct them to their places in waltzing or
promenading. -

**
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37. -

The Bower—Le Berceau. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

Four couples set out together and form a general circle in the
middle of the room. When the circle is formed, the ladies and
gentlemen turn round and find themselves back to back without
letting go each others' hands. Four other couples then start and
make a circle about the first, but without turning round. In that
position, and when they face each other, the gentlemen join hands
above, and the ladies underneath. The former then raise their
arms high enough to form a circular passage, that the ladies may
rapidly run through to the left without quitting each others'
hands. At a given signal the gentlemen lower their arms at the
same time to stop the ladies, who waltze or dance with the gen
tlemen before whom they find themselves. This figure may be
executed by five, six, seven, eight, or more couples.

38.

The Pursuit—La Poursuite. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

Three or four couples set out. Every gentleman of the cotillon
has the right to go behind each couple and possess himself of the
lady to dance or waltze with her. He should clap his hands to
announce his intention of substituting himself for her partner.

This figure continues till each gentleman has again got possession

of his lady to conduct her to her place. To execute this figure

with all the animation required, it is necessary, that as fast as
each gentleman possesses himself of a lady, another should
replace him. The pursuit is one of the final figures of the
cotillon.

- 39.

The Final Round—La Rond Final. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

All the persons of the cotillon form a general circle. The con
ductor separates himself with his lady from the circle, which
should join again, and executes in the middle a waltze or a prome

nade. He stops at a given signal, and his partner quits the circle,

while he chooses a lady with whom he dances or waltzes within
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it
.

He then in his turn quits the circle, and the lady h
e had

chosen takes another gentleman, and so o
n for the rest. When

there remain only two o
r

three couples, a general waltze or prome

nade is executed. The Final Round, like the Pursuit, is generally
performed a

t
the end o

f

the cotillons.

40.

The Endless Rounds—Les Ronds Infinis. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

All the persons of the cotillon form a general round, and begin

b
y

turning to the left. The conductor a
t
a given signal quits the

hand o
f

his lady, who should be on his left, and continuing to

turn in the same direction, enters the round in forming a colimaçon,

while the last lady, whose hand he has quitted, turns to the right

to envelop the other circles, that go on diminishing. When they

are quite close to each other, the conductor passes under the arm

o
f

one o
f

the waltzers and waltzeuses to get out o
f

the circle,

every one following him without letting go their hands. The
conductor promenades a

t pleasure, and extends the line to reform
the general round. All the other couples perform a general

waltze o
r promenade. This figure, like the two preceding, is

generally placed a
t

the end o
f

the cotillon.

41.

Le Moulinet. (Waltze, polka.)

Three couples start together. After a promenade or a tour de

valse, each gentleman chooses a lady, and each lady a gentleman.

• All the gentlemen place themselves in moulinet, giving the left
°hand to each other, and the right to the ladies, who themselves
should hold them by the left. The first, third, and fourth gentle

men waltze o
r polk in the intermediate space, while the other

couples pace slowly. At a given signal the waltzing or polking
couple stop to allow the rest to dance o

r

waltze. The conclusion

is made by a general waltze or polka.

42.

Le Moulinet Changeant. (Waltze, polka.)

Setting out o
f

three couples, choice o
f

ladies and gentlemen,
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position of the moulinet as in the preceding figure. At a given
signal each lady advances to a gentleman, and they waltze or polk

without quitting their order in the moulinet. At a new signal
they stop, but always in moulinet, to recommence a dance or polka

with the next lady, till each gentleman has recovered his own
partner. General waltze or polka for conclusion.

43.

The Four Chairs—Les Quatres Chaires. (Waltze, polka.)

In the middle of the room are placed four chairs arranged in
the same way as for Puss in a corner. Four couples set off in
waltzing or polking, and place themselves, each couple behind one

of the four chairs. At a given signal each one waltzes or polks
about the chair behind which it finds itself, and then passes to
the next, and so on for the rest, always going to the right. This
figure should be executed simultaneously, to avoid clashing with
each other. To finish, each couple regains it

s place in waltzing

o
r polking.

44.

The Country Dance—La Contredanse. (Waltze, polka.)

Four couples place themselves in the middle o
f

the room a
s for

the country-dance. The first couple sets off in waltzing o
r polking

about the couple on the right, and in the same way makes the
round o

f

the other couples. The three other couples repeat th
same figure. When all these four have finished, they return to

their places waltzing o
r polking in the same way a
s for the

Chairs.

45.

* The Handkerchief—Le Mouchoir. (Waltze, polka.)

Two couples start at the time, the gentlemen, each holding with
his left hand the end o
f
a handkerchief, and high enough to pass

under it at every circle that the handkerchief describes. They

Waltze o
r polk till the handkerchief is rolled up like a cord.
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46.

The Flying Shawls—Les Echarpes Volantes. (Waltze, polka.)

Two shawls are crossed and tied in the middle. Four couples
place themselves as for the game of the ring, each gentleman takes
with the left hand one of the corners of each shawl, being care
ful to hold it above his head. Each couple waltzes in turning,

and always keeping the same distance. At a given signal all
regain their places.

47.

The Fan—L'Eventail. (Waltze, polka.)

Three chairs are placed in the middle of the room upon the
same line. The two at the ends should be turned contrariwise to

that in the center, as in the figure of the Glass of Champagne,

The first couple sets out in waltzing. The gentleman seats his
lady upon the center chair, and seeks two other gentlemen, whem
he places in the two other chairs. The lady offers her fan to one
of the gentlemen at her side, and waltzes with the other. The
gentleman with the fan must follow the waltzing couple, fanning
them and hopping about the circle.

48.

Blind-man's Buff—La Colin Maillard. (Waltze, polka.)

Three chairs are placed on the same line in the middle of the
room. The first couple sets off. The gentleman goes and takes

another gentleman whom he places in the center chair, after hav
ing bound his eyes. The lady selects another gentleman, whom
she leads on tiptoe to one of the chairs by the side of the Blind
Man, while she seats herself on the other. The first gentleman
then invites the Blind-Man to choose the right or the left. If he
indicates the lady, he waltzes with her to her place; if on the
contrary he points to the gentleman, he must waltze with him
while the conductor waltzes with the lady.

49.

The Gentlemen together—Les Cavaliers ensemble. (Waltze, mazurka.)

The two first gentlemen each choose a gentleman to waltze with
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them, and the two ladies each select a lady to waltze with them.
At a given signal the four gentlemen stop and form a round
while the ladies form another. Two ladies in advancing to the
gentleman's circle, pass under the arms of he other two ladies,

and enter it
,

forming a round a l'envers, when each gentlenian

waltzes with the lady before whom he finds himself. This figure
may b

e performed by three o
r

four couples.

50.

The Zigzags—Les Zigzags. (Waltze, polka.)

Eight or ten couples start together and place themselves behind
each other, couple by couple, keeping a certain interval. Each
gentleman should have his partner at his right. The first couple

sets out in waltzing, and passing zigzag through all the couples to

the last. The second couple then makes its way to the last, while
the conductor is returning with his lady to the head o

f

the phal
anx. The conclusion is by a general waltze.

51.

The Undulations—Les Undulations. (Waltze, polka.)

The four first couples set out forming a round. The conducting
couple should b

e in the middle o
f

the circle and waltze a
t pleas

ure, seeking to deceive the other couples, that ought to follow all

their movements without letting g
o

hands. A
t
a signal given, the

next couple place themselves in the middle to play off the same
game, while the first resume their place in the circle, and the
others successively execute the figure. The conclusion is made
by a general waltze.

52.

The tw
o

Lines—Les Deux Lignes (Walize, polka)

The first gentleman takes the first lady by the hand and makes,
walking, the tour o
f

the room; a
ll

the other couples ought to

follow. The conductor forms with the other gentlemen a single

line, so that every one faces his partner. Every gentleman then
with his right hand takes the right hand o

f

his lady, and makes
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her traverse in taking her place. The first couple sets out waltz
ing, and goes up the line and passes behind the line of the ladies;

without ceasing to waltze, it passes between the two lines and
again goes up, passing behind the ladies. Arrived at the last it
stops, the gentleman remaining on the side of the ladies, and the
lady on the side of the gentlemen. Each couple successively exe
cutes the same figure, and the whole terminate by a general

waltze. The Two Lines are particularly performed at the end of
the cotillons.

53.

The Crooked Lane—L'Allée Tournante. (Waltze, polka.)

The conductor sets out, walking and holding his lady's hand,

and invites the other couples to follow him. A general round is
formed. Each couple must be careful to keep a certain distance.

The gentlemen place themselves before their ladies so as to form
with them a double round, the gentlemen without, and the ladies
within. The conductor sets out with his partner and waltzes
round the crooked lane formed by the two circles, till he has
regained his place. He then quits his lady and resumes his place

in the ladies' circle, while she goes back to hers amongst the gen
tlemen. Each couple executes the figure in turn, and the whole
concludes by a general waltze. This is one of the final figures
of the cotillon.

54.

The Flying Hat—Le Chapeau Volant. (Waltze, polka.)

The two first couples set out. The conductor holds behind him
in his left hand a hat, which he keeps with the open part upward

as if it were lying on a table. The second gentleman holds in his
left hand a pair of gloves that he endeavors to fling into the hat
without ceasing to waltze. When he has succeeded he takes the

hat and gives the gloves to another gentleman, who recommences
the same game. It may be imagined that amongst good waltzers
this figure gives rise to a multitude of turns and incidents.
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55.

The figure of Eight—La Huit. (Waltze)

Two chairs are placed in the middle of the room at a certain
distance from each other. The first couple sets off passes behind
a chair without ceasing to waltze, and then repasses behind an
other so as to describe a figure of eight. Each couple in succes
sion repeats the same figure, which is one of the most difficult to

be executed. A gentleman who acquits himself perfectly may
be reckoned a consummate waltzer.

-

56.

The Intermingling of Arms—Les Bras Enlacés. (Polka, mazurka.)

Three or four couples set out together. After a tour de mazurka
or polka, each gentleman takes a lady, and each lady takes a gen
tleman, when a general round is formed. They all advance and
fall back together at four bars. They again advance, and when
near each other the gentlemen join hands above and the ladies
below. The arms being thus entwined they turn to the left: the
conductor lets go the hand of the gentleman on his left; they ex
tend themselves in a single line without quitting each other's
hands. When a straight line is well formed the gentlemen raise
their arms, but still holding each other; the ladies dance off, and
the gentlemen pursue them. At a given signal all the ladies turn
round and dance with their partners, who ought to be behind
them.

57.

The Ladies' Moulinet—Le Moulinet des Dames. (Polka, mazurka.)

The two first couples set out. Each gentleman chooses a lady,

and each lady a gentleman. A general round is formed and turns
to the left during eight bars, the ladies placing themselves in
moulinet, and giving each other the right hand; each gentleman

remains in his place. The ladies make a tour de moulinet, and
give their hands to their partners to make a tour sur place. They

return in moulinet, and at each turn they reach one more gentle

man till they have come up to him with whom they set out.
Polka or mazurka for a finish.
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58.

The Little Rounds—Les Petits Ronds. (Polka, mazurka.)

The three or four first couples set out. Each gentleman chooses
a gentleman, and each lady chooses a lady. The gentlemen
arrange themselves two by two, and the ladies do the same in
front of them. The two first gentlemen and the two first ladies
circle one entire round to the left; when the round is finished, the
two gentlemen, without stopping, raise their arms to let the two
ladies pass underneath, and execute another tour with the two
next ladies. The two first ladies turn in the same way with the
two new gentlemen who present themselves; each one follows till
the two first gentlemen have come to the two last ladies. When
the two first gentlemen have made all the ladies pass they arrange
themselves in line, and the two next gentlemen place themselves
on either side so that all the gentlemen form in one and the same
line opposite to that which the ladies have also formed on their
side. The two lines advance toward each other during four bars,

and fall back during four bars, and then rejoin, and each gentle

man takes the lady who is before him. General polka or mazurka
for a finish.

59.

The Double Moulinet—Le Double Moulinet. (Polka, mazurka.)

The two first couples set out. Each gentleman chooses a lady,

and each lady chooses a gentleman. A general round is formed,
and after a tour to the left each gentleman makes a tour sur place,
causing his partner to turn about him till she forms a moulinet of
the right hand with the three other ladies. The four ladies being

in the middle of the moulinet, and directing themselves toward
the left, the gentlemen direct themselves toward the right, and
turn till each has again found his partner, to give her his left hand
and take his place in moulinet, while the ladies accomplish in the
opposite way the round which the gentlemen have just been
making. When the gentlemen have found themselves twice at
the sides and twice in the middle, with the right hand they take
the left of their lady, and conduct her in polka or mazurka
promenade.

, * ... *
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60.

The X of the Gentlemen—L'X Des Cavaliers. (Polka, mazurka.)

The two first couples set out. Each gentleman, without quit
ting his lady, chooses another, whom he should hold with his left.
The two gentlemen place themselves opposite one another at a
certain distance. They advance with their ladies during two bars,

and in like manner fall back during two bars. They advance
once again, letting go the hands of their ladies, who remain in
their places. The two gentlemen give each other their hands
crossed at the elbows and make together a complete tour, then
give their left hands to their ladies in the same way, and make a
tour with them. They again make a tour together, giving each
other the right arm, and recommence with the left arm with the
next lady on the right, and so on for the rest. When they have
turned with the four ladies, they each take two ladies—their own
and the one they have chosen, and make a promenade at pleasure.

When they find themselves at the place of the lady they have
chosen, they pass her under their right arm, and continue the
promenade with their partner.

61.

The X of the Gentleman and his Lady—L'X de Cavalier et de la
Dame. (Polka, mazurka.)

The first couple sets out. The gentleman chooses two ladies,

whom he takes with either hand, and his partner chooses two
gentlemen. The conductor and his partner face each other at a
certain distance with the ladies and gentlemen they have chosen.
They advance and retire during four bars; then the conductor
and his lady toward each other, leaving the two other ladies and

the two other gentlemen in the places where they are. In ad
vancing this second time by themselves, they give the arm to each
other crossed at the elbow. They make a complete round, after

which the gentleman gives his left arm, crossed in the same way,

to the lady, whom he held with his right. The first gentleman

and his lady return to the middle to make together a tour of the
left arm, and then do the same with the other lady and the other
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gentleman. In finishing they should find themselves in the same
position they had at the commencement. All six advance and
retire during four bars. They advance a last time, and each gen
tleman takes by the right hand the lady facing him to reconduct
her in promenading to her place.

62.

The English Right and Left—La Grand Chaine Anglaise. (Polka,

mazurka.)

The two first couples set out, place themselves facing each
other, and make the English right and left very much lengthened.

The two gentlemen, advancing with their ladies, give each other

the left arm crossed at the elbow, and make a very rapid demi
tour to change the ladies, and make with each other's partner a
tour sur place. They recommence the figure to take their part

ners again, whom they promenade to their seats.
63.

The Graces—Les Graces. (Polka, mazurka.)

The first couple sets out. The gentleman passes his lady to the
left changing hands. He takes another lady with the right hand,

and continues promenading between the two. When he finds him
self at the place of the lady he has chosen, he makes the two
ladies pirouette opposite each other and takes them by the waist
to make them execute a tour sur place to the left. He returns the
lady he has chosen to her partner, making her pass under his arm
and that of his lady, and continues the promenade to his place.

The gentleman to make the tour sur place should have his own
lady by the left hand, and the other by the right. When this
figure is made in polka, instead of the tour sur place, you make
the tour du salon à trois, abandon the lady chosen when you pass

before her place, and continue to promenade with your own.

64.

The Contrary Rounds—Les Ronds Contrariées. (Polka, mazurka.)

Departure of the three first couples. The gentlemen place
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their ladies in a line, and take each other by the hands to form a
chain. The conductor passes to the left with the two others in
front of the three ladies. The gentlemen, when they come to the
last, form a circle about her and turn to the left after having made
a complete tour. The conductor relinquishes the hand of the
gentleman on the left, and passes to the middle lady to form
about her a round d l'envers with the other gentlemen. After a
tour in this way, the conductor again lets go the hand of the gen
tleman on the left and makes a tour in the natural way about the
third lady. He then draws after him the two gentlemen, who
have not ceased to keep up the chain, passes in front of the ladies
as at the commencement of the figure, and continues the prome

made passing behind the ladies. When each gentleman finds
himself in front of his own partner, he presents his hand to her,

and takes her off in promenade, followed by the other couples.

65.

The Genuflexions—Les Genuflexions. (Polka, mazurka.)

Departure of the two first couples. Two gentlemen kneel on
one knee at a certain distance from each other. In this position
they make their ladies turn twice about them without letting go

their hands. After these turns the two ladies cross the right hand
and give the left to the right of the other gentleman to make two
turns in like manner. They cross a second time from the right

hand to recover their partners, who rise and promenade them to
their places.

66.

The Right and Left–Les Chaines d Quatre. (Polka, mazurka.)

Departure of the first four couples, who go and place them
selves opposite to each other, two couples on one side upon one
line, and two couples upon the other. In this position each
couple makes a half right and left with it
s opposite, then the gen

tlemen make with their ladies a tour sur place, after which each
couple should turn opposite the couple which was originally a
t

it
s

right. They repeat the half right and left with the tour sur place,
and so o

n for the rest. When a
ll

find themselves again in their
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original places, each couple disperses and makes a promenade at
pleasure.

67.

The Crossed Chains—Les Chaines Croisées. (Polka, mazurka.)

Setting out of the first four couples, who place themselves as
in the preceding figure. Each couple executes with it

s

opposite

a complete right and left, after which they turn opposite the couple
which is at it

s

side according to the position o
f

the setting out.
They make sidewise a new right and left, and then the con
ducting couple make a half right and left obliquely with the
couple, which in the original order represented the opposite o

f

that which was on its right. When it has crossed, the two other
couples in like manner execute a half right and left obliquely, the
two first a second time do the same, and then the second. Gen
eral promenade to regain their places.

68.

The Double Pastourelle-La Double Pastourelle. (Polka, mazurka.)

Setting out o
f

the first four couples, who place themselves for
the country-dance. The two opposite gentlemen, still retaining
their partners, take with the left hand the two other ladies, who
leave their partners in their place. In this position the two gen
tlemen, holding a lady with each hand, advance and retire during
four bars; they make their ladies cross in front o

f them, passing
her on the left under their right arms. The ladies go and resume
the two gentlemen left in their places to repeat the figure, which

is made four times in succession, and terminates by a promenade

a
t pleasure.

69.

The Double Chain—La Double Chaine. (Polka, mazurka.)

Setting out o
f

the first couple, who g
o

and place themselves
facing each other a
t
a certain distance, and advance one toward
the other in the mazurka o
r polka step. When they have closed,
the gentlemen change their ladies and places in going apart again.
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They repeat the figure to recover their places. They advance a
third time to make a double right and left, crossing over four
times. The whole is terminated by a polka or mazurka prome
nade.

70. -

The Uninterrupted Chains—Les Chaines Continuées. Polka, ma
zurka.)

Setting out of the four first couples. Each gentleman chooses
a lady, and each lady chooses a gentleman. All the gentlemen
place themselves in line in front of the ladies, who are similarly
arranged. The first gentleman on the left gives his right hand to
the right hand of his lady, and makes a complete tour with her,

afterward gives his left hand to the left hand of the next lady.

The conductor and his partner give each other the right hand in
the middle of the double figure, and separate to find the next lady

and gentleman, and so on for the rest up to the last couple. They

then make a complete tour, so that the lady finds herself on the
side of the gentlemen, and her partner on that of the ladies.
When the conductor and his lady have reached the fourth couple,

the second gentleman should also set out, so that there should be
an uninterrupted right and left between the gentlemen and ladies.
On the departure of the first couple, the second should take their
place, and so on for the rest. When all have executed the figure,

each gentleman offers his hand to his partner for a promenade.

This dance may be executed by as many couple as please.

71.

The Inconstants—Les Cavaliers Changeants. (Polka, mazurka.)

Setting out of the first three or four couples, who arrange them
selves in phalanx behind the conducting couple. The first gen
tleman turns round, giving his left arm crossed at the elbows to
the left arm of the gentleman behind him, with whom he changes
place and partner. He goes on without interruption to the last
lady. When he reaches the last, the second gentleman, who is

then at the head of the phalanx, executes the same figure, and so
on for the rest till every one has regained his place. The whole
terminates by a general oromenade.
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72.

The Ladies Back to Back—Les Dames Dos d Dos. (Polka, ma
zurka.)

Setting out of the four first couples, who form a general round.
The ladies place themselves back to back, and keep close to each
other; the gentlemen remain in the usual position. At a given
signal, and during four bars, the round is enlarged, the gentlemen
retiring, the ladies advancing; during four other bars it is nar
rowed. The round is developed for a last time, then they make a
chain plate, beginning by the right hand, till each has recovered
his partner. It terminates by a promenade.

73.

Four Hands Round—Les Ronds a Quatre. (Polka, nasurka.)

Setting out of the two first couples. Each gentleman chooses
a lady, and each lady chooses a gentleman. The gentlemen form
together four hands round at one end of the ball-room. Every
one makes a tour to the left, after which the conductor and the

one he has chosen pass under their arms the two other gentlemen

to recover the two ladies, who do the same, and form a round
with them. They make a complete turn to the left, after which
the two gentlemen elevate their arms to make a passage for the
two ladies, with whom they make another tour, while the two
first execute the same round with the two other gentlemen, which
forms two four-hands-round. The gentlemen raise their arms to
let the ladies pass under; the two first while advancing turn
round and form a line, which is soon joined by the two others.
The ladies should form a similar line on their side. When the

four gentlemen and the four ladies have met, they form the same
round as at the commencement—that is to say, gentlemen with
gentlemen, and ladies with ladies. After a tour they extend them
selves in two opposite lines, that advance toward each other,

each gentleman resumes his lady, and the whole terminates with
a promenade.
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74.

The Genuflexion of Four—La Genuflexion d Quatre. (Polka, ma
zurka.)

Setting out of the four first couples, who afterward place them
selves as for the French country-dance. At a given signal the -
four gentlemen put one knee to the floor, and make the ladies

turn about them as was explained in the Genuflexion. The ladies

make but a single furn, after which they cross on the right hand,

and give their left hand to the right of the other gentlemen to do
the like in turn. They cross a last time on the right hand, and
rejoin their partners, when they finish by a promenade.

To execute well this figure, one of the most graceful of the ma
zurka, the moment the two first ladies have finished their traverse,

the two others of the opposite party should immediately set out

and cross, while the two first turn about the gentlemen. By the
help of these intervals the ladies do not run the risk of clashing
in the middle of their course.

75.

The Change of the Moulinet—Le Moulinet Changé. (Polka, ma
zurka.)

Setting out of five or six couples. After the promenade, all the
gentlemen, without letting go the hands of their ladies, form a
moulinet with the left hand and make a complete turn. At a sig
nal given, they take the place of their ladies, turning behind and
placing their ladies in front. In this position they make a com
plete turn the contrary way. At another signal they again change,
but this time turning in front and placing their ladies behind.

After this last turn the couples disperse, and terminate all by a
promenade.

76.

The Changing Triangle-La Triangle Changeant. (Polka, mazurka.)

Setting out of the first three couples. The gentlemen, without
quitting their ladies, place themselves en moulinet, giving each

other the left hand, and going round in this position. At a given
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signal the first gentleman turns about quickly, giving the left

arm crossed at the elbow to the gentleman behind him, with
whom he changes his place and lady. He does the same with
the next gentleman. When he has arrived at the third, the sec
ond executes the same figure, and then the third. A general
promenade concludes the whole.

77.

The Chains in line—Les Chaines en Ligne. (Polka, mazurka.)

Setting out of the four first couples. Each gentleman chooses
a gentleman, and each lady chooses a lady. The gentlemen place

themselves together two by two facing the ladies, who arrange

themselves in the same way. At a given signal the two first gen
tlemen begin by the right hand a chaine plate with the two first
ladies, and so on for the rest. The two last gentlemen find them
selves with the two first ladies, who come to them across the

chain. The whole concludes with a promenade.

'78.

The Labyrinth-Le Labyrinth. (Waltze, polka, mazurka.)

All the persons of the cotillon form a general round, going
about to the left. At a given signal the conductor lets go the hand
of his lady, who is on his left, and while continuing to turn in the
same direction enters the circle making a colimaçon, while his lady

turns to the right to wind about the other circles, that go on nar
rowing. A circular space should be contrived to be able to
extend themselves in waltzing. In this position the conducting
couple set out waltzing, and follow the passes of the labyrinth

formed by the general chain rolling on itself till they have arrived
at the last couple, to which the first lady gives her hand to renew
the circle. As each new couple arrives it places itself behind the
one previous. When all have arrived they conclude by a general

waltze or mazurka. When this figure is executed in polka, you

dance through the passes of the labyrinth with the waltze d deux
Pas, which requires less space; when the figure is executed in
mazurka, you have recourse to the mazurka waltze. The laby
rinth is one of the final figures of the cotillon.
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79.

The Polka in Right and Left Varied—La Polka en Chaines Di
verses. (Polka.)

Setting out of the first four couples, who place themselves as
for the French country-dance. Two couples placed opposite each
other, follow an oblique line toward the right, and the two oth
ers toward the left. In this position each makes a complete
right and left with it

s opposite, after which the ladies make a half
one among themselves to change their partners. All perform a

complete tour in the pas de polka, still preserving their order.
When every gentleman has got back to his place with another
lady, the figure is repeated with the couple on the right. At the
fourth time each finds himself with his lady, and all make a gen

eral polka.

80.

The Basket—La Corbeille. (Mazurka.)

Setting out o
f

the first couple. The gentleman chooses two
ladies and places himself between them; the lady chooses two
gentlemen and does the same. They advance during four bars,

retire during four others, and advance for the last time. The gen
tleman, who holds the two ladies, raises his arms and makes the
two gentlemen pass underneath, without letting go the hand o

f
the lady o

f

the first gentleman, and give their hands to each other
behind the latter. The two ladies, chosen by the first gentleman,
join hands behind the conductor's lady, which forms the basket.
In this position they describe a tour to the left, and at a given
signal, without any letting go o

f hands, the gentleman in the
middle passes under the arms o

f

the two other gentlemen, and
the lady under the arms o

f

the two other ladies. The six have
then their arms intwined. At another signal they disengage their
arms and form an ordinary circle. They describe a round, and
the gentleman who is on the left o
f

the first lady, begins a chain
plate by the right hand, which continues till the first gentleman
has recovered his partner. The conclusion is made by a prome

made a
t pleasure.
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81. -

The Triple Pass—La Tripple Passe. (Mazurka.)

Setting out of the first two couples, who after their promenade,

take hands four round to the left. At a given signal the con
ductor and his lady, letting go each other's hands, pass under the
arms of the two others, and join hands again as soon as the tour
is finished. The other gentleman and his lady in their turn pass

behind under the arms of the first couple, who once more repass.

under the arms of the two others, and without letting go of each
other's hands, extend themselves to be again in circle. They

make a round to the left, and both couples promenade back to
their place.

82.

The Lady to the Left—La Dame a Gauche. (Mazurka.)

All the persons of the cotillon form a general round, and dance
to the left turning four bars. Each gentleman makes the tour sur
place in advance during four other bars, taking care at the end of
the tour to leave his lady on the left. The round is repeated on
four bars, and each gentleman takes the lady at his right, whom
he transfers to the left by means of a new tour sur place. They
go on till they have recovered their partners. This dance is one
of the final figures of the cotillon-mazurka.

83.

The Reunion of Couples. (Mazurka.)

The first couple makes a promenade, after which it goes and
takes the second couple to form hands four round. They make a
half round to the left, after which the conductor quits the hand
of the lady of the second couple, and turns round to the left,
drawing after him the other dancers to go and seek the third
couple, with which they make a round of six persons. After a
half round to the left, the conductor again quits the lady on his
left to go and seek successively the other couples. When he has
arrived at the last, a general round is formed, they make a turn to
the left during eight bars, a turn to the right during eight others,
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and all by the tour sur place. This dance is generally executed at
the end of the cotillon-mazurka.

Conclusion of the Cotillon.

To complete what regards the execution of the figures of the
cotillon, I should observe, that in some assemblies each couple
passes, after the last figure, before the mistress of the house, and
successively make their bow to her, which is considered as the
positive conclusion of the cotillon, and of the ball itself. This
final salute, which some persons of fashion have pointed out to
me as being the custom in certain houses, is not obligatory, and
requires no particular preparation. The opinion of these same
individuals was that the salute should always be considered as a
spontaneous and almost fortuitous homage, to be principally

determined by fitness of opportunity.
Although the figures I have described may appear numerous, I
could still further have increased their number; for the rounds,
enchainings, and the evolutions of the dance and waltze, may be
infinitely diversified. But I have confined myself solely to the
delineation of the fundamental figures, laying aside those which
offered nothing but unimportant modifications.
With the exact knowledge of these figures, I do not imagine
any waltzer can ever find himself at fault in a cotillon; all that
could be invented beyond the combinations indicated, will enter
more or less into one of the original figures, and cannot present
any serious difficulty in the execution.
I have also thought it right to confine myself to a simple detail
of the figures, without entering into any reflections upon their
character, or their less or greater complication. Upon this point

I trust entirely to the intelligence of the conductor. It is for him
to determine which amongst the figures are adapted to such a
party rather than to another, according to the capability of the
waltzers, the number of the couples, and the exigencies of the
locale. He must, of course, do the simple figure before he intro
duces those more complicated, put alternately into motion one or
more couples, conclude by figures which employ the greatest
number, and give occasion for the most piquant incidents. This
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choice, which constitutes in a great measure the art of the con
ductor, can scarcely be subjected to any precise rules, since it
depends upon particular circumstances, varying almost with every
ball.

I need not remind any one that such or such a figure is espe
cially suited to intimate circles, and ought not to be admitted but
with circumspection into assemblies composed of strangers. In
this work I had only to occupy myself with the rules of the
dance; as to those of decorum and good breeding, my readers
would have been justly surprised if they had found here the least
attempt to detail them.

XIX.

LAST OBSERVATIONS UPON THE BALL-ROOM, ORCHESTRA, ETC.

I shall conclude this volume by a few observations on certain
details relative to dancing-parties, and which being immediately

connected with the exercise of dancing and waltzing, come fairly

within my competence. In these last remarks the reader will
have the goodness to see nothing more than an address by a pro

fessor of the art to those who give balls, and must assuredly

desire that the dancers and waltzers should appear with all their
advantages.

Above all things I would recommend care in the choice of the
orchestra, which cannot be neglected without in a great measure
destroying the effect of the new dances. This is of much less
importance for the French country-dance, which readily enough

accommodates itself to any sort of time, provided it does not
actually oppose the execution of the steps. But it is not the
same with the mazurka, the waltze à deux temps, nor even the
polka, the success of which often depends upon the impulse given

to the dancers by the orchestra. A waltze played too slowly or
too quickly, or a mazurka badly emphasized, loses a

ll

it
s

fascina
tion, whatever may be the zeal o

r

the talent o
f

the dancers.

A ball-room orchestra is intended not to exhibit itself, but the
talents of the waltzers. If the musician suffers himself in the
least to be carried away by the movement o
f

his own waltzes, h
e

destroys a
ll

the harmony o
f
a ball.
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Another care, which may seem over-minute to those who have
not been addicted to the practice of the waltze, and which yet

should not be neglected, is the state of the ball-room floor. The
waltze à deux temps requires a floor rather slippery, which
seconds the movements of the steps, and permits the waltzers to
execute their course without the least obstacle. The mazurka,

on the contrary, should not be attempted on a too slippery surface;

if the dancers are placed on a floor recently waxed, they run the
risk of losing their equilibrium, and cannot in any case display

the precision and the vivacity demanded by the character of the
dance. The best way is to give the dancers a floor that, without
being waxed, should at least be perfectly even, which reconciles
at the same time the demands of the waltze and mazurka, and
presents a sort of neutral ground whereon either dance may be
freely executed.

-

-

I have often known certain of my pupils pass for skillful
waltzers in the room of my academy, and execute with facility

the greater part of the evolution of the waltze and other dances,
yet when they wished to exhibit their talents to the world, feel
themselves disconcerted, lose in part their self-possession, and in
fine prove as much pupils as at their first debut. This deception has
depended not merely on the difficulties growing out of public
assemblies, on the crowd, on the mingling of couples, on the man
agement of strange partners, but frequently also upon those
peculiar obstacles that I have thought it right to point out here,
as the result of my professional experience. A floor too much
or too little polished, an orchestra too slow or too rapid, are suffi
cient in part to paralyze a waltzer already skillful, and are injuri
ous even to the most experienced. Hence I have felt myself
authorized to make these two points the subject of particular
recommendation.

Finally—and always with the same view to the advance of the
art—I will venture to express another with frankness, and even
in all simplicity, and that is for the enlargement of ball-rooms.
Those new dances of which I have been endeavoring to detail the
character,-what do they become when they are closed up in the
narrow space so often allotted to dancers and waltzers? The
French country-dance has perished above a

ll

for the want o
f room;
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the other dances are destined to the same fate, unless arrange

ments are made to allot them at least a portion of the required
space.

In forming this wish for the enlargement of the ball-rooms, I
assuredly do not expect that Parisian drawing-rooms will on the
sudden assume the new dimensions; but is there not a simple

mode of giving greater extent to the ball-rooms by resolving not
to admit more dancers than they can reasonably contain?
I have been assured that in many large foreign cities—Vienna
and Milan amongst others—it is the custom at every ball to nomi
nate a conductor, charged with the regulating and organizing of
every thing relative to the execution of the dances: for example,

to prevent the couples from crowding together in the same room,
when the other rooms of an apartment remain deserted—to take
care that.the space reserved for the waltzes is not encroached
upon—to prevent a strange couple from mingling in a mazurka
already prepared, and necessarily limited to a certain number of
dancers—and many other details which can be confided only to a
person especially charged with the discipline of the dances.
Is it not desirable that a similar custom should be introduced
into France? It would perhaps be the only means of putting an
end to that monstrous fashion of dancing-mobs. A ball would no
longer—so to say—be left to itself; it would be regulated by a
person charged with a particular responsibility, and who would
have to establish that order which is so essential to the comfort

of every one.
These observations have been made to me by several ofmy pu
pils, who have been the first to feel the necessity of introducing

such reforms into the generality of balls. I do no more than
speak in their name, and present on their part a sort of collective
protest. May then some persons of fashion patronize the remarks
that I have ventured to make. Their adoption would profit all,
not only the dancers and waltzers themselves, but also the pro
fessor of dancing, who would no longer dread seeing his work
destroyed at parties, from the time that his pupils did not find
themselves placed in public upon a more disadvantageous ground .
than on the humble floor of an academy.
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CONCLUSION.

I have now concluded what I had to say on the drawing-room
dances, and I may at least do myself the justice of having brought
together all the observations that I had faithfully collected day
by day, from the time of my first beginning to teach.
However conscientiously I may have given myself to-the com
pilation of this work, I doubt not that, such as it is, it contains
omissions, o

r

even errors that I might wish to rectify. I shall be
grateful for any advice I may receive on this subject, and shall
not fail to profit by it

,
either in a new edition, o

r in the ordinary

course o
f my lessons.

As to the form of the book, it should be recollected what I said

in the preface, and they who have now read it to the end, will
easily understand the value that I set upon it. If I have been
comprehended by the public a

s I find myself every day by my
pupils, I ought to be fully satisfied. In a word, if the book of

The Drawing-Room Dances ever needed justification, I may con
fine myself to repeating in the last page what I said in the very
first-“In writing I imagined I was still giving a lesson in the
art.”



APPENDIx.

THE ENGLISH QUADRILLE.

THE quadrille can be danced with four, eight, twelve, or indeed .
any number into which the number four will divide; care only
being necessary, when the number is very great and the room
much crowded, to understand which couple is your vis-à-vis.

FIRST FIGURE-LE PANTALON.

Wait eight bars.
First and third couple, Chaine Anglaise, (eight bars).
Balancez and turn partners (eight bars).
Chaine des dames, and turn partners (eight bars).
Demi-chaine and promenade to places (eight bars).
The same for the other three couples (thirty-two bars).

SECOND FIGURE—L'ETE.

Wait eight bars.
First lady and opposite gentleman advance and return, chassez
right and left (eight bars).
Cross over and again chassez right and left (eight bars).
Recross; the four balancez and turn partners (eight bars).
The same for the other three couples (twenty-four bars).

THIRD FIGURE—LA POULE.

Wait eight bars.
First lady and opposite gentleman cross, presenting the right
hand, return presenting the left, and give the right to their part
ners, forming a line from top to bottom (eight bars).
Set, holding hands and half promenade to opposite sides (eight

bars).
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First lady and opposite gentleman advance, return, advance
again, and turn (eight bars).
The four advance, and return, demi-chain to places (eight bars).
The same for the other three couples.

FourTH FIGURE-TRENISE.

Wait eight bars.
First couple advance and return, advance again, when the gen
tleman leaves the lady on the left of the opposite gentleman, and
retires to his place (eight bars).
The two ladies cross over, changing sides while the first gen
tleman also crosses over between them; the same repeated brings

them back (eight bars).
The four balancez, and turn partners (eight bars).
The same for the other three couples (twenty-four bars).

OR

LA PASTOURELLE.

Wait eight bars.
First couple advance and return, advance again, when the gen
tleman leaves the lady on the left of the opposite gentleman and

retires (eight bars).
The two ladies and the third gentleman join hands, advance,

and retire twice (eight bars).

The first gentleman dances alone (eight bars).
The four join hands, make a demi-rond to the left, separate,

and make a demi-chain to places (eight bars).
The same for the other three couples (thirty-two bars).

FIFTH FIGURE—L'INCONSTANT.

Commence with the music.—Grand rond-chasse croisé, grand
chain, or promenade (eight bars).
First and opposite couple advance, retire, again advance and
change partners (eight bars).
Advance, retire, advance and rejoin partners (eight bars).
Demi-chain and half promenade (eight bars).
Same for the other three couples (twenty-four bars) finishing

with either the grand rond, chasse croisé, grand chain or promenade.
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LANCERS. FOR EIGHT ONLY.

FIRST FIGURE.

Wait eight bars.
The first lady and opposite gentleman advance and return,
again advance and turn each other to their places (eight bars).
First and third couples cross over, first couple passing between
the lady and gentleman of the opposite couple going over, and
outside of them returning (eight bars).
Each gentleman sets to the lady at his left, and turns to his
place (eight bars).

The same figure for the other three couples (twenty-four bars).

SECOND FIGURE.

Wait eight bars.
The first couple advance, retire and again advance, the lady

remains in the center, the gentleman returns to his place (eight

bars).
First couple set and turn to their places (eight bars).
First couple separate, facing each other, the other six form in
two lines by their sides—all advance and retire, and then turn
partners to their places (eight bars).
The same figure for the other three couples (twenty-four bars).

THIRD FIGURE.

Wait eight bars.
First lady advances and stops; third gentleman does the same;

the lady retires, the gentleman does the same (eight bars).
The four ladies hands across, the four gentlemen chasse to the
right and left, and are ready to hand their partners to their places
(eight bars).
The same for the other three couples (sixteen bars).

FOURTH FIGURE.

Wait eight bars.
First couple advance turning toward the second, to whom they
bow, then turn and set to the fourth (eight bars).
First and fourth couples chasse croisé and back again, first
couple return to their places (eight bars).
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First and third couples, English chain (eight bars).
The same for the other three couples (twenty-four bars).

FIFTH FIGURE.

Commence with music.

Grand chain of the eight (sixteen bars).
First couple advance and make a demi-tour sur place; second,
fourth, and third couples place themselves behind them, thus all
the ladies are in one line, all the gentlemen in another (eight

bars).

The eight chasse croisé and return (eight bars).
The ladies march off to the right, the gentlemen to the left
toward the bottom of the set, where each gentleman meets his
lady, but leaves her again to form the line as before (eight bars).
Each line advances and retires, advances again when each gen
tleman turns his partner to her place (eight bars).
The same for the other three couples (forty-eight bars).

CALEDONIANS. FOR EIGHT ONLY.

FIRST FIGURE.

Wait eight bars.
First and opposite couples hands across, and back again (eight
bars).

Set and turn partners (eight bars).
Chaine des Dames (eight bars).

Half promenade and demi-chain (eight bars).
“” “The same for the other three couples (thirty-two bars).
- - 1

SECOND FIGURE.

Wait eight bars. -

First gentleman advances, returns, advances and returns again
(eight bars).

The four gentlemen set to ladies on their left, turn with both
hands, each lady taking the next lady's place (eight bars).
Grand promenade (eight bars).
The same for the other three couples, so that at the fourth time
each lady will find herself in her own place (twenty-four bars.)

:
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THIRD FIGURE.

Wait eight bars.
First lady and opposite gentleman advance and retire, advance
again and turn to their places (eight bars).
First and third couples cross over, first couple passing between
the lady and gentleman forming the opposite couple going over,

and outside of them returning (eight bars).
The eight set and turn to their places (eight bars).
All set in a circle to the left once (eight bars).
Same for the other three couples (thirty-two bars).

FOURTH FIGURE.

Wait eight bars.
The first lady and opposite gentleman advance and stop; third
lady and opposite gentleman the same, set and turn partners to
places (eight bars).
The four ladies move to the right, taking next lady's place and
stop (four bars). -

The gentlemen do the same to the left (four bars).
The same is repeated by both, which brings all back to their
places (eight bars).
Promenade and turn partners to places (eight bars).

The same for the other three couples (thirty-two bars).

FIFTH FIGURE.

Wait eight bars.
The first couple chasse round the inside of the set (eight bars).
The four ladies advance into the center, join their right hands
on high and retire (four bars).
The four gentlemen do the same (four bars).

The eight set and turn partners (eight bars).
Grand chain half round, half promenade to places, and turn
partners (sixteen bars).
The four gentlemen change places with the four ladies, all turn
corners and return to their places (eight bars).

The same for the other three couples (forty-eight bars),

Finish the fourth time with either grand rond or chasse croisé.

40GG'. A
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SPANISH DANCE.

The Spanish dance can be danced by any number of couples,

which are arranged in two lines, the ladies on the left, the gentle

men on the right. Before beginning the first couple change sides.
The step and the music are the same as in the waltze. The figure

is composed of three parts. The first couple advance, return and
change places with second couple four times (sixteen bars).
The first and second couples join hands, advance, return and
turn to next place four times (sixteen bars).
The two couples waltze round each other twice; the first couple

changing places with the second so as to be ready to go on with
the dance with the third (sixteen bars).

WARSOVIENNES.

The Figure—The gentleman makes a slide with the left foot, a
coupé with the right, a jeté with the left, and an assemblé (slowly)

with the right foot. It may be done four or eight times, as the
gentleman chooses.

Second Part-A slide, coupé jeté, and an assemblé, turning
half round with each step. The lady commences with the con
trary foot to the gentleman.

THE END.
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Leather tucks [Pocket-Book Style] with gilt edges.---...--------------$3 OO

Every Woman Her Own Lawyer. A Private Guide

in all matters of Law, of essential interest to Women, and by the aid of

which every Female may, inwhateversituation, understand her legal course
and redress, and be her own Legal Adviser. By GEoRGE BIsHoP. Large
12mo, nearly 400 pages, bound in half leather. is book should be in the
hands o

f every woman, young o
r old, married o
r single, in the United

States. Price-------------- •-- - -- --- - ------ ----$1 50
Morgan’s Freemasonry Exposed and Explained.
Showing the Origin, History and Nature o

f Masonry; its effect on the Gov
ernment and the Christian Religion; and containing a Key to all the De
grees o

f Freemasonry. Giving a clear and correct view o
f

the Manner o
f

conferring the different Degrees, as practiced in all Lodges throughout the
Globe. Price---- **** - -- -- -- - ------ - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - --- -- .25 cts.
Arts of Beauty; o

r,

Secrets o
f
a Lady's Toilet. With Hints

to Gentlemen on theArt of Fascinating. By Madame LoDA MonTEz, Coun
tess o

f

Landsfeldt. Cloth, gilt side. This book contains an account, in detail,

o
f all the arts employed '. the fashionable ladies of all the chief cities ofEurope, for the purpose o
f developing and preserving their charms.

Price------------------ -- -- -- ----- --------*5 cts.
The Dictionary of Love. Containing a Definition of all
the terms used in Courtship, with rare quotations from Poets of all Nations,
together with specimens o

f

curious Model Love Letters, and many other in
teresting matters appertaining to Love, never before published. 12mo,
cloth, gilt side and back. Price-------------------...-------------$1 5O

The Manufacture of Liquors, Wines and Cordials.
Without the Aid o
f Distillation; also, the Manufacture of Effervescing

Beverages and Syrups, Vinegar and Bitters. Prepared and arranged ex
pressly for the Trade. By PIEERE LAcouR. 12mo, cloth. Price----$2 5O

Book of 1,000 Tales and Amusing Adventures.
Containing over 300 Engravings, and 450 pages. This is a magnificent book,
and is crammed full of narratives and adventures. Price---------- $1 50

Send cash orders to Dick & Fitzgerald, New York.



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed.

Courteney's Dictionary of Abbreviations; Literary,
Scientific, Commercial, Ecclesiastical, Military, Naval, Legal and Medical.
A book of reference-3,000 abbreviations—for the solution of all literary
mysteries. By Epward S. C. CovaTENEY, Esq. This is a very useful book.
Everybody should get a copy. Price------------------------------ 12 cts.

Blunders in Behavior Corrected. A Concise Code of
Deportment for both sexes. Price--------...-----------------------12 cts.
“It will polish and refine either sex, and is Chesterfield superseded.”—Home
Companion.

Five Hundred French Phrases. Adapted for those
who aspire to speak and write French correctly. Price.----------- 12 cts.

How to Detect Adulteration in Our Daily Food
and Drink. A complete analysis of the frauds and deceptions practiced
upon articles of consumption, by storekeepers and manufacturers; with full
directions to detect genuine from spurious, by simple and inexpensive
means. Price----------------------------------------------------12 cts.

The Young Housekeeper's Book; o
r,

How to Have

a Good Living upon a Small Income. Price---- ------------------ 12 cts.

How to be Healthy : Being a Complete Guide to Long
Life. By a Retired Physician. Price-----------------------------12 cts.

How to Cut and Contrive Children’s Clothes at

a Small Cost. With numerous explanatory engravings. Price---12 cts.

How to Talk and Debate ; or
,

Fluency o
f

Speech Attained
12without the Sacrifice of Elegance and Sense. Price---------------- cts.

How to Dress with Taste. Containing Hints on the
harmony o

f colors, the theory o
f contrast, the complexion, shape or hight.

Price------------------------------------------------------------- 12 cts.

Mind Your Stops. Punctuation made plain, and Compo
sition simplified for Readers, Writers and Talkers. This little book is worth
ten times the price asked for it, and will teach accurately in overything,
from the diction o

f
a friendly letter to the composition of a learned

treatise. Price------------ - -- - - -- -- -- - --- -- --- - - - -- -12 cts.
Hard Words Made Easy. Rules for Pronunciation and
Accent; with instructions how to pronounce French, Italian, German,
Russian, Danish, Dutch, Swedish, Norwegian, add other foreign names. A

capital work. Price----------------------------------------------12 cts.

Bridal Etiquette. A Sensible Guide to the Etiquette and
Observances o

f

the Marriage Ceremonies; containing complete directions
for Bridal Receptions, and the necessary rules for bridesmaids, groomsmen,
sending cards, &c., &c. Price------------------------------------12 cts.

How to Behave; o
r,

The Spirit o
f

Eliquette. A Complete
Guide to Polite Society, for Ladies and Gentlemen; containing rules for
good behavior a
t

the dinner table, in the parlor, and in the street; with

| important hints on introduction, conversation, &c. Price--------- 12

The Chairman and Speaker’s Guide; o
r,

Rules for

t. the Orderly Conduct o
f

Public Meetings. Price--------------------12 cts.

–

Send cash orders to Dick & Fitzgerald, New York.



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed.

The Reason Why : General Science. A careful col
lection of some thousands of reasons for things, which, though generally
known, are imperfectly understood. A book of condensed scientific know
ledge for the million. By the author of “Inquire Within.” It is a hand
some 12mo volume, of 356 pages, bound in cloth, gilt, and embellished with
a large number of wood cuts, illustrating the various subjects treated of.
This work assigns reasons for the thousands of things that daily fall under
the eyo of the intelligent observer, and of which he seeks a simple and clear
explanation.

EXAMPLE.
Why does silver tarnish when exposed to the light? Why is the sky blue /
This volume answers 1,325 similar questions. Price------------------ $1 50

The Biblical Reason Why. A Hand-Book for Biblical
Students, and a Guido to Family Scripture Readings. By the author of
“Inquire Within,” &c. Illustrated, large 12mo, cloth, gilt side and back.
This work gives reasons, founded upon the Bible, and assigned by the most
eminent Divines and Christian Philosophers, for the great and all absorbing
events recorded in the History of the Bible, the Life of our Saviour, and the
Acts of His Apostles.

EXAMPLE.
Why did the first patriarchs attain such extreme longevity f
Why is the Book of the Prophesies of Isaiah a strong proof of the authenticity
of the whole Bible f
This volume answers upwards of 1,400 similar questions. Price.---s1 5O

The ReasonWhy : Natural History. By the author
of “Inquire Within,” “The Reason Why,” &c. 12mo, cloth, gilt side and
back. Giving reasons for hundreds of interesting facts in connection with
Zooology, and throwing a light upon the peculiar habits and instincts of the
various Orders of the Animal Kingdom.

EXAMPLE.
Why do dogs turn around two or three times before they lie down?
Why do birds often roost upon one leg f
This volume answers about 1,500 similar questions. Price-------- ---.§1 50

The Sociable or, One Thousand and One Home Amusements.
Containing Acting Proverbs, Dramatic Charades, Acting Charades, Tableaux
Vivants, Parlor Games and Parlor Magic, and a choice collection of Puzzles,
&c., illustrated with nearly 300 Engravings and Diagrams, the whole being
a fund of never-ending entertainment. By the author of the “Magician’s
Own Book.” Nearly 400 pages, 12mo, cloth, gilt side stamp. Price--$1 50

Inquire Within for Anything You Want to Know; or Over
3,700 Facts for the People. Illustrated. 436 large pages. Price----- $1 50
“Inquire Within” is one of the most valuable and extraordinary volumes
ever presented to the American public, and embodies nearly 4,000 facts, in
most of which any person will find instruction, aid and entertainment. It
contains so many valuable recipes, that an enumeration of them requires
seventy-two columns of fine type for the index. -

The Corner Cupboard; o
r,

Facts for Everybody. By the
Author o
f “Inquire Within.” Large 12mo, 400 pages, cloth, gilt side and
back. Illustrated with over 1,000 Engravings. rice--------------$1 50

Send cash orders to Dick & Fitzgerald, New York.

<



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed.F
Chesterfield's Art of Letter-Writing Simplified.
A Guide to Friendly, Affectionate, Polite, and Business Correspondence.
Containing a large collection of the most valuable information relative to
the Art of Letter-Writing, with clear and complete instructions how to be
gin and end Correspondence, Rules for Punctuation and Spelling, &c., to
gether with numerous examples of Letters and Notes on every subject of
Epistolary Intercourse, with several important hints on Love-Letters.Price----------------------------- - -- ----- ----12 cts.

| Knowlson's Farrier, and Complete Horse Doctor. We have
rinted a new and revised edition of this celebrated book, which contains
nowlson’s famous Recipe for the Cure of Spavin, and other new matter.
It is positively the best book of the kind ever written. We sell it cheap,
because of the immense demand for it

.

The farmers and horse keepers like

it because it gives them plain, common-sense directions how to manage
their horses. We sell our new edition (64 pages, 18mo) cheap. Price---12 cts.

The Art of Conversation. With Remarks on Fashion
and Address. By Mrs. MABERLY. This is the bestboek on the subject ever
ublished. It contains nothing that is verbose or difficult to understand,
ut all the instructions and rules for conversation are£ in a plain andcommon-sense manner, so that any one, however dull, can easily compre
hend them. 6

4 pages octavo, large. Price----------------------- 25 cts.

Horse-Taming by a New Method, as Practiced b
y

J. S. Rarey. A New and Improved Edition, containing Mr. Rarey's whole
Secret o

f Subduing and Breaking Vicious Horses, together with his improved
Plan of Managing Young Colts, and Breaking them to the Saddle, the Har

| ness and the Sulkey, with ten Engravings illustrating the process... Every
person who keeps a horse should buy this book. It costs but a trifle, and
you will positively find it an excellent guide in the management of that
noble animal. This is a very handsome book of 64 pages. Price.-12 cts.

The Game of Whist. Rules, Directions and Maxims to

be observed in playing it
. Containing, also, Primary Rules for Beginners,

Explanations and Directions for Old Players, and the Laws of the Game.
Compiled from Hoyle and Matthews. Also, Loo, Euchre, and Poker,
as now generally played. With an explanation of Marked Cards, &c.,
&c. Price------------------------------------------------------- 12 cts.

The Ladies' Love Oracle; or
,

Counselor to the Fair Sex.
Being a Complete Fortune Teller and Interpreter to all questions upon the
different events and situations o

f life, but more especially relating to all
circumstances connected with Love, Courtship and Marriage. By MADAMR
LE MARCHAND. Beautifully illustrated cover, printed in colors.
Price------------------------------------------------------------- 3Octs.

The Laws of Love. A Complete Code of Gallantry.
Containing concise rules for the conduct o
f Courtship through its entire

progress, aphorisms o
f love, rules for telling the characters and dispositions

o
fwomen, remedies for love, and an Epistolary Code. 12mo, paper.
Price------------------------------------------------------------- 25 cts.

The Great Wizard Of the North’s Hand-Book Of
Natural Magic. Being a series of the Newest Tricks of Deception, ar.
ranged for Amateurs and Lovers o

f

the Art. By Professor J. H. ANDERSox,
the great Wizard o

f

the North. Price---------------------------25 cts- --L– - - - - - ----
Send cash orders to Dick & Fitzgerald, New York.



Popular Books semt Free of Postage at the Prices annexed.
~

Dr. Valentine’s Comic Lectures; o
r,

Morsels o
f

Mirth for the Melancholy. A budget of Wit and Humor, and a certain
cure for the blues and all other serious complaints. Comprising Comic
Lectures on Heads, Faces, Noses, Mouths, Animal Magnetism, Etc., with
Specimens e

f Eloquence, Transactions o
f

Learned Societies, Delineations o
f

Eccentric Characters, Comic Songs, Etc., Etc. By Dr. W. VALENTINE,
the favorite Delineator of Eccentric Characters. Illustrated with twelve
portraits o

f
Dr. Valentine, in his most celebrated characters. 12mo,

cloth, gilt. Price---------------- --------------------------------$1 25
Ornamental paper cover. Price - 75 cts.

Dr. Valentine's Comic Metamorphoses. Being the
second series o

f

Dr. Valentine's Lectures, with Characters, a
s given by the

late Yankee Hill. Embellished with numerous portraits. Ornamental
paper cover. Price ---------------------------
Cloth, gilt. Price -------------------

Mrs. Partington’s Carpet-Bag of Fun. A Collec
tion o

f

over one thousand of the most Comical Stories, Amusing Adven
tures, Side-Splitting Jokes, Cheek-Extending Poetry, Funny Conundrums,
QUEER SAYINGS OF MRS. PARTINGTON, Heart-Rending Puns,
Witty Repartees, Etc., Etc. The whole illustrated by about 150 comic
wood cuts. 12mo, 300 pages, cloth, gilt. Price--------...------------ $1 25
Ornamented paper covers. Price---------•-- • -- - ---"5 cts.
Sam Slick in Search of a Wife, 12mo, paper.
Price---------------------------- --- ----- - - - - - - ---75 cts.
Cloth. Price------------------------------------------------------ -

$1.25
Everybody has heard o

f

“Sam Slick, the Clockmaker,” and he has given
his opinion on almost everything.

Sam Slick’s Nature and Human Nature. Large
12mo, Paper. Price--------------------------------------------- "75 cts.
Cloth. Price----------------------- ----- --- --- 1 25
The Attache; or, Sam Slick in England. 12mo, Paper.
Price ------------------------------------------------------------- 75 cts.
Cloth. Price------------------------------------------------------ $1.25

Sam Slick's Sayings and Doings. Paper. Price 75 cts.
Cloth. Price------------------------------------------------------ $1 25

Ladies’ Guide to Crochet. By Mrs. ANN S. STEPHENs.
Copiously illustrated with original and #. choice designs in Crochet,Etc., printed in colors, separate from the letter-press, on tinted paper.
Also with numerous wood-cuts, printed with the letter-press, explanatory

o
f terms, Etc. Bound in extra cloth, gilt. This is by far the best work on

the subject o
f

Crochet ever published. Price ---------------------- $1.25

The Laughable Adventures of Messrs. Brown,
Jones and Robinson. Showing where they went and how they went;
what they did and how they did it

.

With nearly two hundred most thril
lingly comic engravings. Price-----------------------------------30 cts

The Knapsack Full of Fun; or, One Thousand Rations
of Laughter. Illustrated with over 500 comical Engravings, and contain
ing ovor one thousand Jokes and Funny Stories. By DoESTIcks and other
witty writers. Large quarto. Price------------------------------30 cts.

The Plate of Chowder; A Dish for Funny Fellows. Ap
propriately illustrated with 100 Comic Engravings. By the author o
f

“Mrs. Partington’s Carpet-Bag of Fun.” 12mo, paper cover. Price 25 cts.

send cash orders to Dick & Fitzgerald, New York.



_Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed.

|

|

The Bordeaux Wine and Liquor-Dealers’ Guide.
A Treatise on the Manufacture of Liquors. By a Practical Liquor Manu
facturer. 12mo, cloth. The author, after telling what each liquid is
composed of, furnishes a formula for making its exact counterpart-exact
in everything. Each formula is comprehensive-no one can misunderstand
it. Price, --------------------------------------------------------- $2 50

The Ladies’ Guide to Beauty. A Companion for the
Toilet. Containing practical advice on improving the complexion, the hair,
the hands, the form, the teeth, the eyes, the feet, the features, so as to in
sure the highest degree of perfection of which they are susceptible. And
also upwards of one hundred recipes for various cosmetics, oils, pomades,
&c., &c. Paper. Price---------------------------------- • - - -- - 25 cts.
Broad Grins of the Laughing Philosopher. Being
a Collection of Funny Jokes, Droll Incidents, and Ludicrous pictures. By
PICKLE THE YoUNGER. This book is really a good one. It is full of the
drollest incidents imaginable, interspersed with good jokes, quaint sayings,
and funny pictures. Price--------------------------------------- 13 cts.

Yale College Scrapes; o
r,

How the Boys G
o

It a
t

New
Haven. This is a book o

f

114 pages, containing accounts o
f all the noted

and famous “Scrapes” and “Sprees,” o
f

which students a
t

Old Yale have
been guilty for the last quarter o

f
a ceutury. Price-------------- 25 cts.

The Comic English Grammar; o
r, A Complete Grammar

of our Language, with Comic Examples. Illustrated with about fifty
Engravings. Price---------------------------------------------25 cts.

The Comical Adventures of David Dufficks,£ with over one hundred Funny Engravings. Large: trice ----------------------------------------------------------Zo CUS.

BOUND SONG B00KS.

Tony Pastor's Complete Budget of Comic Songs.
Containing a complete collection o

f

the New and Original Songs, Burlesque
Orations, Stump Speeches, Comic Dialogues, Pathetic Ballads, as sung
and given by the celebrated Comic Vocalist, Tony PAstoR. Cloth,
gilt. Price------------- - --- - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - --- - - - - --- - - - - -$1 25
The Universal Book of Songs. Containing a choice
collection o

f

400 new Sentimental, Scotch, Irish, Ethiopian and Comic
Songs. 12mo, cloth, gilt. Price----------------------------------- $1.25

The Encyclopedia of Popular Songs. Being a com
ilation of all the new and Fashionable Patriotic, Sentimental, Ethicpian,
umorous, Comic and Convivial Songs, the whole comprising over£songs. 12mo, cloth, gilt. Price.----------------------------------- $1.25

The Lyrics of Ireland. Embracing Songs of the Affec
tions, Convivial and Comic Songs, Moral, Sentimental and Satirical Songs,
Patriotic and Military Songs, Historical and Political Songs, and Miscella
neous Songs. Edited and annotated by SAMUEL LovER, author o
f “Handy
Andy,” &c. Embellished with numerous illustrations. 12mo, cloth, gilt
side and back. Price.--- $1 50

Send cash orders to Dick & Fitzgerald, New York.



Day's American Ready-Reckoner, containing Tables
for rapid calculations of Aggregate Values, Wages, Salaries, Board, Inter
cst Money, &c., &c. Also, Tables of Timber, Plank, Board and Log Mea
surements, with full explanations how to measure them, either by the
square foot (board measure), or cubic foot (timber measure). Also,
how to Measure Wood

# the
Cord, with Tables applicable to Piles

of Wood of any shape, and showing in a simple manner, how to ascer
tain the Contents in Cords of a Pile of any shape. Also, Tables of
Land Measurements, showing the Contents of a Piece of Land of almost
any shape, from a quarter acre up to ten acres, and telling exactly how to
Measure Land in any quantity by Chains and Links, or by Yards and Feet.
Also, telling how to describe a piece of land in deeding it. Also, giving in
formation as to acquiring and locating a Farm on the Public Lands of the
United States. By B. H. DAY, This Ready-Reckoner is composed of
Original Tables which are positively correct, having been revised in the
most careful manner. The Table of Aggregate Values of Merchandise
or Produce by the Piece, Pound, Yard, Foot, Inch, Gallon, Quart,
Pint, Peck, or Bushel, from an eighth up to 100 cents, bringing in all
necessary fractions. This set of Tables is very complete for reckoning ||
the aggregate values of articles priced at almost any fractional part of a
dollar, and is of course applicable to articles of any price whatever, over a
dollar. It is perfect in this respect. The second set of Tables give the
value by the ounce of articles sold by the pound from two cents per pound,
cent by cent up to one dollar per pound. The Table of Wages'Week,showing the Wages from a fourth of a day up to four weeks. The rates of
wages begin at twenty-five cents and gradually rise up to twenty dollars
er week. Tables of Wages by the Month, show the Wages per day and
or any number of days in the month from one dollar up to one hundred
dollars per month. Tables of Salaries by the Year, show the amount of the
Salary for one day, and for any number of days up to one month, begin
ning at twenty dollars, and rising gradually up to fifteen hundred dollars
a-year. Tables of Board by the Week give the board for one day, increas:
ing one day at a time up to four weeks, then the board for thirty days and
thirty-one days at rates from one dollar, increasing gradually up to fifty
dollars per week. The Interest Tables show the rates at five, six, seven
and eight per cent. on any amount, from one day up to one year. Then
come the Board, Plank and Timber Tables, showing the Contents of
Boards, Planks, Round Logs, and other Timber; also, the Wood and Land
Measurements. These Tables are all prefaced by explanations telling ex
actly how to make the measurements, and giving easily understood exam
ples, so that any person can measure for himself if he don’t want to use
the tables, or distrusts them. This is

,

indeed, the most simple and easily
understood Ready-Reckoner ever printed. Most books o

f

this kind are
hard to understand, and that is why we wanted to print one with explana
tions how the reckoning should b

e done. We think purchasers of this book
will be satisfied that we have succeeded in making a Reckoner that any
body can comprehend. It is a book of M92 pages, and embraces more mat
ter than 500 pages o

f any other Reckoner. Bound in boards, with cloth
back. Price----------------------------------------------------------- 50
Bound in cloth, gilt back. Price --------------------------------------75
Bound in leather tucks [Pocket Book Style..] Price---------------- $1.25

Miner's Domestic Poultry Book. A Treatise o
n

the
History, Breeding and General Management o

f Foreign and Domestic Fowls.
By T

.
B
.

MINER. Author o
f

“American Bee-Keeper's Manual,” embra
cing all the late Importations of Fowls, and being descriptions by the best
Fowl Fanciers in the United States, of all the most valuable breeds, with
the author's extensive experience as a breeder, together with selected mat
ter o

f interest, comprising, as it is believed, the most complete and authen
tic work on the subject cver published. Illustrated with numerous Por
traits from Life. Bound in cloth. Price--------------------------- $1 50– - -*.

Copies o
f

the above books sent frco o
f postage o
n receipt o
f price.

}



-
Mrs. Crowen's American Ladies’ Cookery Book.
Comprising every variety of information for ordinary and holiday occasions,
and containing over 1200 original Receipts for preparing and cooking Soups
and Broths, Fish and Oysters, Clams, Muscles and Scollops, Lobsters,
Crabs and Terrapins, Meats of all kinds, Poultry and Game, Eggs and
Cheese, Vegetables and Salads, Sauces of all kinds, Fancy Desserts, Pud
dings and Custards, Pies and Tarts, Bread and Biscuit, Rolls and Cakes,
Preserves and Jellies, Pickles and Catsups, Potted Meats, etc., etc. Toge
ther with valuable and important hints on choosing, and purchasing all
kinds of Provisions, and preparing Ripe Fruits for Table, Bills of Fare for
the relief of young housekeepers, Arrangement of the Table for every varie
ty of Dinner Parties, Etiquette of the Dinner Table, Cookery for Invalids,
Carving Made Easy, Etc. The whole being a complete system of American
Cookery. By MRs. T. J. CRowen. Illustrated with several diagrams. This
genuine and really practical American Cook Book is worth a thousand of
the foreign republications which are issued from the press in this country.
Mrs. Crowen gives directions for making all sorts of economical dishes,
baking all kinds of cakes and pies, manufacturing every variety of confec
tionery, preserving, pickling, &c., so plainly that the housekeeper of a
week’s standing can easily act upon her directions, and yet she has taken so
comprehensive a scope that the very best and most skillful will find some
thing new. All the Receipts in this work have been carefully tried, and
may be relied upon as the result of actual experience. 12mo, cloth bind
ing, 474 pages. Price ------------------à-------------------------- $2 OO

Martine's Sensible Letter Writer; Being a comprehen
sive and complete Guide and Assistant for those who desire to carry on
Epistolary Correspondence; Containing a large collection of model letters,
on the simplest matters of life, adapted to all ages and conditions,

EMBRACING,

Business Letters; Letters of Courtesy, Friendship and
Applications for Employment, with Affection;
Letters of Recommendation, and | Letters of Condolence and Sympath :
Answers to Advertisements; A Choice Collection of Love Letters, for
Letters between Parents and Children; Every Situation in a Courtship;
Letters of Friendly Counsel and Re- | Notes of Ceremony, Familiar Invita
monstrance; tions, etc., together with Notes of Ac
Letters soliciting Advice, Assistance, ceptance and Regret.
and Friendly Favors;

The whole containing 300 Sensible Letters and Notes. . This is an invalua
ble book for those persons who have not had sufficient practice to enable
them to write letters without great effort. It contains such a variety of
letters, that models may be found to suit every subject. Bound in boards,
with illuminated cover and cloth back, 207 pages. Price.------- ---50
Bound in cloth.---- ...-- - - - - - - - - - ---------------------------------- ----75

Martine's Hand-Book of Etiquette and Guide
rue Politeness. A complete Manual for al

l

those who desire to£,# re

"#

the customs o
f good£ and to avoid incoro erect and vulgar habits. ntaining clear and comprehensive directions for

correct manners, conversation, dress introductions, rules for good behavior

a
t

Dinner Parties and the table, with hints on carving and wine at the table :

together with the Etiquette o
f

the Ball and Assembly Room, Evening Par:
ties, and the usages to be observed when visiting or receiving calls; deport,
ment in the street and when traveling. To which is added the Etiquette of

Courtship, Marriage, Domestic Duties, and fifty-six rules to be observed in

general society. BY ARTHUR MARTINE, author o
f

“Martine's Sensible Let.
ter Writer.” Bound in boards, with cloth back. Price........... 50 Cise- 6

Bound in cloth, guilt sides. Price............................ ...75

Copies o
f

the above books sent free o
f

postage o
n receipt o
f price.



-- - -------
Madam Le Normand’s £n: Fortune-TellerContaining the celebrated Oracle of Human Destiny, er Book of Fate
being an accurate Interpreter of the Mystical Signs anā Heavenly Bodies;
also embracing the French, Italian and English methods of Telling For
tunes with Cards, and a new and entertaining process of Fortune Telling
with Dice; also containing seventy-nine good and bad Omens, with their
• Interpretation, one hundred and eighty-seven Weather Omens, and the
Signification of all the Male and Female Names in our language. This
interesting and curious book was written by MADAM LR NoltMAND, the
great French Fortune-Teller, who was frequently consulted by the Emper
or Napoleon, and it differs entirely from any other book published in this
country. Those purchasing it will find it to be a source of much entertain
ment and fun in the family circle. This book contains 144 pages, and is
bound in pasteboard sides, with cloth back. It is illustrated with numer
ous engravings. It also contains a large Colored Lithographic Engraving
of the Mystical Table, or Chart of Fate, which folds up. Price---------4O

Live and Learn: A guide for al
l

those who wish to speak
and write£ particularly intended as a Book of Reference for thesolution o

f

difficulties connected with Grammar, Composition, Punctua
tion, &c., &c., containing examples o

f

one thousand mistakes o
f daily oc£ in speaking, writing, and pronunciation. 216 pages, cloth, 12mo,

rice.----------------------------------------------------- •- --- -75
The Harp of a Thousand Strings; or

,

Laughter for a

Lifetime. A large book of nearly 400 pages. By the author of

Mrs. Partington’s Carpet-Bag o
f

Fun. Bound in a handsome gilt cover.
Containing more than a million laughs, and erowded full of Funny Stories,
besides being illustrated with over Two Hundred Comical Engravings, by
Darley, McLennan, Bellew, &c. Price.----------------------------$150

Anecdotes of Love. Being a true account of the most re
markable events connected with the History o

f

Love in all Ages and among
all Nations. By LoLA MonTEz, Countess of Landsfeldt. Large, 12mo,
cloth. Price----------------------------------- - ---- --- -$1.5O
Narratives andAdventures of Travelersin Africa:
By CHARLEs WILLIAMs, Esq. 12mo, cloth, gilt back. Profusely illustrated
with engravings. Price.-------------• -- - --- - - --- - -- - - - -$2 OO
The Book of 1,000 Comical Stories; o

r,

Endless Re
past o

f

Fun. A rich banquet for every day in the year, with several cours

e
s and a dessert. BILL OF FARE: Comprising Tales of Humor, Laughable

Anecdotes, Irresistible Drolleries, Jovial Jokes, Comical Conceits, Puns and
Pickings, Quibbles and Queries, Bon Mots and Broadgrins, Oddities, Epi
grams, &c., &c. Appropriately Illustrated with 300 Comic Engravings. By
the author o

f “Mrs. Partington’s Carpet-Bag of Fun.” Large 12mo, cloth.
Price.------------------------------------- • -- - - - -- -- -------$150
The Courtship and Adventures o

f

Jonathan
Homebred; or

,

the Scrapes and Escapes o
f a Live Yankee.

Beautifully Illustrated. - 12mo, cloth. This book is printed in handsome
style, on good paper, and with amusing engravings. Price.---------$150

Etiquette and Usages ofSociety. Containing the most
Approved Rules for Correct Conduct in Social and Fashionable Life—with
Hints to both Gentlemen and Ladies on Awkward and Vulgar Habits.
Also, the Etiquette o
f

Love and Courtship, Marriage Etiquette, &c., &c.,
By II. P.WILLIs. A book of 64 pages. Price...-----------. ------------10
Bound in cloth with gilt side, and printed on fine paper, suitable for a pres
ent to a lady. Price...-------------------------------------------------50

Copies o
r

the above books sent free o
fpostage o
n receipt o
f price



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed.

OUR CELEBRATED SERIES OF

DETEcrive TALES AND ADVENTURES
The Diary of a Detective Police Officer. This batch
of Stories was also written by the famous London Detective “WATERs,”
and have had an immense sale. It is wonderful to read about the tricks,
disguises and stratagems this shrewd officer employed to accomplish his ex
traordinary arrests, and to bring a lot of cunning rogues to justice. Some
times “Waters” got into what is called “a tight place,” and was glad to
escape with his life; but he generally managed to “nab” his prey before
they found out who he was. This splendid book embraces twenty very in
teresting tales, written under the following titles: One Night in a Gam
ing-House; Guilty or Not Guilty; X. Y. Z.; The Widow; The Twins;
The Pursuit; Legal Metamorphoses; The Revenge; Mary Kingsford;
Flint Johnson; The Monomaniac: The Partner; The Conspiracy; Mark

* Stretton; The Dramatic Author; The Two Widows; Mrs. Witherton; The
Orphans; Helen Forsyth; The Stolen Letter, a Lawyer's Story. Large
octavo. Price-------------------------------------------------- '75 cts.

Leaves from the Note-Book of a New York
Detective; or, The Private Record of J. B. Some of these are extraor
dinary stories, and all of them well told. The book has the interest of a
single story, with the advantage to the reader of being able to stop at the
close of each part without annoyance. Of the relative merits of each tale
it is difficult to speak, since they are so diverse in character. There is
something very exciting about these stories; the reader partakes of the
hopes and fears of the Detective as his prospect of success waxes or wanes,
and enjoys a glow of satisfaction at his ultimate triumph. Some of the
situations the Detective gets into are very perilous, for it is no joke to be in
the clutches of a forger, counterfeiter, burglar or murderer, made desperate

# the
certainty of being punished if secured and delivered to the ministers

of justice. Large octavo. Price---------------------------------- "5 cts.

| Strange Stories of a Detective; or
,

Curiosities o
f

Crime. There is something very thrilling and fascinating about these
stories; and the immense sale this collection is having is an evidence o

f

its
opularity with the reading public. However startling the incidents may

e
,

there is no improbability about them. Indeed, the book bears internal
evidence o

f being a transcript o
f personal experience, or based on it; and

many o
f

the cases will be recognized by readers familiar with the annals o
f

the police. They are all pictures of the time, and well painted at that.
Large octavo. Price--------------------------------------------. '75 cts.

The Experiences of a French Detective. This is a

collection o
f very startling stories, showing how a shrewd French Detective

outwitted a lot of cunning French criminals. The adventures of the officer
are very thrilling. The disguises and tricks he adopted to entrap the
scamps h

e

had to catch, and the hair-breadth escapes h
e

made from dan
gerous situations, together with his ultimate success, furnish matter for a

continued narrative that is dramatic in the extreme, and show that “Truth

is stranger than Fiction.” Large octavo. Price.----------------- 75 cts.

A#phy of a London Detective. This series

o
f powerful Tales is b
y “WATERs,” who was a famous London Detective
officer, and the book produced a great sensation when first published in

England, the sale exceeding 100,000 copies. Thiswork embraces seventeen
Stories, all founded upon the facts that occurred in the eventful experience

o
f

this celebrated Officer. No person who loves exciting reading should
fail to get this interesting book. Large octavo. Price.-----------75 cts.

| -
Send cash orders to Dick & Fitzgerald, New York.
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Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed.

TALES OF EORDER ADVENTURE.
This splendid series of Novels embraces some of the most interesting Tales
ever written about the Trappers, Scouts and Indian Hunters of the boundless
Western Prairies. These Novels abound in scenes of danger and border ad
venture, and show the cunning and cruelty of the treacherous Indian. To
those who delight in reading about squatter life, Indian fights, and the gal
lant exploits of our Western Rangers and Riflemen the books in this list will
be a great treat. The following are the names of the books in the series:

Silver Knife; or
,

The Hunters o
f

the Rocky Mountains. By
-----25 cDR. Robinson. Price--------------------------------------- ts.

Pepe, the Scout; o
r,

The Hunters o
f

Sonora. Price-.25 cts.

Black Hawk; or
,

The Ranger's Scalp. Price----------25 cts.
The Hunter’s Trail; or

,

The Indian's Ruse. Price--25 cts.

The Ranger's Rifle; or
,

The Wolf o
f

th
e

War Path.
Price------------------------------------------------------------25 cts.

War Axe; or
,

The Redskin's Revenge. Price----------25 cts.
Steel Arm; o

r,

The Robbers and Regulators o
f

California.
Price---------------------------------------- - -------- --25 cts.
Big Goliath; o

r,

The Terror o
f

the Mines. Price------ 25 cts.

The Regulators of Arkansas. Price.............25 cts.
Bill Johnson, The Outlaw of Arkansas. Price----------25 cts.
Rawson, The Renegade. Price.-------------------------- 25 cts.
The Red Scout; o

r,

The Outlaw's Revenge. Price.---25 cts.

Red Jack; or, The Scout's Rifle. Price.-----------..... 25 cts.
Byron Blonday; o

r,

The Blue Ranger. Price-------- 25 cts.

The Ranger of Ravenstream. Price------------ 25 cts.
The Patrol of the Mountain. Price ...------------- 25 cts.
The Scout of the Silver Pond. Price------------ 25 cts.
The Hunted Chief; or

,

The French Ranchero. Price--25 cts.

The Prairie Guide. A Tale of the War of 1812.
Price------------------------------------------------------------25 cts.
The Maid of the Saranac; or, The Rose of the Rio Grande.
Price------------------------------------------------------------25 cts.
The Woodman's Rifle. Price------------------------ 25 cts.
Norwood; or, Life on the Prairie. By NED BUNTLINE.
Price------------------------------------------------------------25 cts.
The Red Right Hand. By NED BUNTLINE. Price--25 cts.
The Pale Lily. An Indian Tale. Price.--------------- 25 cts.
On receipt of the price, either in Cash or Stamps, copies of any of the above
named books will be sent to any part of the United States or Canadas, either b
y

mail or express, securely and neatly packed, postpaid. Recollect : any
book you want you can have at the advertised price. Address

DICK & FITZGERALD, Publishers, New York.

-T

Scnd cash orders to Dick & Fitzgerald, New York.



Spayth's American Draught Player; or
,

The Theory
and Practice of the Scientific Game of Checkers: Simplified and illus
trated with practical diagrams; containing upwards o

f 1,700 Games and
Positions. y HENRY SPAYTH. Third edition, with over two hundred
corrections and improvements, containing: The Standard Laws o

f

the
Game, Full Instructions, Draught Board, numbered, Names of the Games,
and how formed, The “Theory of the Move and its changes” practically
cxplained and illustrated with Diagrams, Playing Tables for Draught
Clubs, New Systems o

f Numbering the Board, Prefixing Signs to the Varia
tions, List o

f Draught Treatises and Publications chronologically arranged.
oPINIONs of THE PREss.

The Press are unqualified in their commendation o
f

this valuable work.
The following brief extracts are taken from extended notices o

f it:
“It is by far the best work upon the game that has ever been published.”
—Atlantic Monthly Magazine.
“MR. SPAYTH’s book contains matter of the profoundest and most indispen
sable moment.”—The Independent.
“It is the most instructive treatise on the game ever published in any
country.”—Buffalo Courier.
Bound in cloth, gilt side and back. Price.------------ •- - - - - - - - - - --$3 OO
Spayth's Game of Draughts. Containing upwards of

Five Hundred Games and Positions, Full Instructions, the Move and its
Changes, [Laws o

f

the Game, etc. By HENRY SPAYTH, author o
f “The

American Draught Player.” This book is entirely new, and although it is

designed a
s an addition, o
r supplement to the author's first work, “The

American Draught Player,” it is complete in itself. It contains lucid in
structions for beginners, laws o

f

the game, diagrams, the score o
f

364
games, together with about 150 novel, instructive and ingenious “criti
cal positions.” The work is an admirable treatise upon the noble game to

which MR. SPAYTH has given so much profitable study and thought, and
will, if possible, still further enhance his reputation, both as a player and
author. To the experienced Draught player it will, during the long winter
evenings, prove an invaluable companion, and the novice can from its
pages learn a mental recreation that has been and is the delight o

f many o
f

our greatest minds. Cloth, gilt back and side. Price-------------- $1 5OS£ Draughts or Checkers, for Beginners.-

eing a comprehensive guide for those who desire to learn the game. This
treatise was written by HENRY SPAYTH, the celebrated player, and is by far
the most complete and instructive elementary work on Draughts ever pub
lished. It is profusely illustrated with diagrams of ingenious stratagems,
curious positions and perplexing problems, and contains a great variety o

f

interesting and instructive games,£ arranged and clearly ex
plained with notes, so that the learner may easily comprehend them. With
the aid o

f

this valuable manual, a beginner may soon master the theory o
f

Checkers, and will only require a little practice to become proficient in the
game. Cloth, gilt side. Price------------ ----- - - ---- - - - - - - - - -'75 Cents

That's It; or
,

Plain Teaching. B
y

the author o
f “Inquire

,Within,” “The Reason Why,” &c. Illustrated with over 1,200 Wood
Cuts., 12mo., cloth, gilt side and back. This book is a perfect encyclopedia
of universal information upon things common and uncommon, found in na
ture, art and science. The whole visible world is swept within the circuit

o
f

its touch, and the subjects are illustrated by wood engravings o
f

an ex
cellent character, done in a high style of that art. Over one thous+nd
wood engravings adorn its pages, from the round globe to the smallest
flower, and from thence to the tiniest insect. It is a library in itself, and to

a lad o
r

miss o
f

an inquiring turn o
f mind, it is a perfect Aladdin’s palace
of useful and interesting information. Price-------------- ---------$150

+- --
Copies o

f

the above books sent free o
f

postage on receipt o
f price.



New Series of Novels about Celebrated

HIGHWAYMEN AND HOUSEBREAKERS.

-*@---|

* -

CAPTAIN HERON; or, THE HIGHwAYMAN of EPPING FoREST.
Price 25 cts.

JONATHAN WILD'S STRATAGEM; or, THE HIGHwa Y
MAN's EscAPE-------------------------------------- Price 25 cts.

THE HANGMAN OF NEWGATE; oR, THE HIGHwAYMAN'sADVENTURE.-------------------------------------- Price 25 cts.

ToM RIPON ; on, THE HIGHwAYMAN AND HouseBREAKER.
Price 25 cts.

CLAUDE DUVAL AND HIS COMPANIONs; or, THE
RACE on THE ROAD--------------------------------Price 25 cts.

THE HIGHWAYMAN'S RIDE TO YORK; o
r: THE DEATH

of BLACKBEss------------------------------------- Price 25 cts.

BLUESKIN BAFFLED; or, THE HIGHwAYMAN's TRAP.

*

Price 25 cts.---
LIVES OF CELEBRATED HIGHWAYMEN.

CLAUDE DUVAL, THE DASHING HIGHwAYMAN. Illustrated.- Price 25 cts.

LIFE AND ADVENTUREs oF DICK CLINTON, THE
MYSTERIOUs HIGHWAYMAN-------------------------Price 2.5 cts.

THE ADVENTURES OF TOM KING, AND THE SroRY o
r

HIS RoMANTIC LIFE ------------------------------- Price 25 cts.

NED SCARLET, THE DARING HIGHwAYMAN------Price 25 cts.

Captain.-------------. ------------------- Price 25 cts.

PAUL CLIFFORD; or, THE REFoRMED HIGHwAYMAN.

- - Price 25 cts.

| FEARLESS FRED. A Companion to CLAUDE DUvAL.
Price 25 cts.

| THE PICTORIAL ADVENTURES OF IMARGARET
CATCHPOLE, THE FEMALE HoRSE THIEF. Large 8vo.* - Price 50 cts.

(#"Copies o
f

the above books sent to any address in the United
States, free o

f postage. Send cash orders to

-

DICK & FITZGERALD, Publishers, 1
8 Ann Street, N
.
Y
.

! -- -*- - - ------ -

| CAPTAIN HAWKES A Narrative o
f

the Exploits o
f
a Robber |

- -



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed.

Marasche's Manual of Chess. Containing a description
of the Board and the Pieces, Chess Notation, Technical Terms with dia
grams illustrating them, Relative Value of the Pieces, Laws of the Game,
General Observations on the Pieces, Preliminary Games for Beginners,
Fifty Openings of Games, giving all the latest discoveries of modern Mas
ters, with best games and copious notes. Twenty Endings of Games, show
ing easiest ways of effecting Checkmate. Thirty-six ingenious Diagram
Problems and Sixteen curious Chess Stratagems. To which is added a
Treatise on the Games of Backgammon-Russian Backgammon and Dom
inoes, the whole being one of the best Böks for Beginners ever published.
By N. MARAscHE, Chess Editor of “Wilkes' Spirit of the Times.” Bound
in boards, cloth back. Price------------------------------------ 50 cts.
Bound in cloth, gilt side. Price--------------------------------- 75 cts.

Book of Household Pets. Containing valuable in
structions about the Diseases, Breeding, Training and Management of the
Canary, Mocking Bird, Brown Thrush, or Thrasher, Bluebird, Yellow Bird,
Scarlet, Tanager, Bobolink, Baltimore Oriole, European Blackbird, Blue
Jay, Blue and Yellow Macaw, Carolina Parrakeet, Cockatoo, Green and
Gray Parrot, and the rearing and management of all kinds of Pigeons and
Fancy Poultry, Rabbits, Squirrels, Guinea Pigs, White Mice, and Dogs;
together with a Comprehensive Treatise on the Principle and Management
of the Salt and Fresh Water Aquarium, with instructions how to make, lay
the Foundation, and stock the Tank. Illustrated with 123 fine wood-cuts.
Bound in boards, cloth back. Price----------- - - - - - - - --- - ---- -- - -50 cts.
Bound in cloth, gilt side. Price--------------------------------- 75 cts.

| Athletic Sports for Boys. A Repository of Graceful
Recreations for Youth, containing clear and complete instructions in Gym
nastic, Limb Exercises, Jumping, Pole Leaping, Dumb Bells, Indian Clubs,
Parallel Bars, the Horizontal Bar, The Trapeze, The Suspended Ropes,
Skating, Swimming, Rowing, Sailing, Horsemanship, Riding, Driving,
Angling, Fencing and Broadsword. The whole splendidly illustrated with
194 fine wood-cuts and diagrams. Bound in boards, with cloth back.
Price------------------ -- - -- - - - - - - - -- - -- -- - - - - ----------------- 75 cts.
Bound in cloth, gilt side. Price-----------------•- --- 1 OO*
The Play-Room ; o

r, In-Door Games for Boys and Girls;
including Round Games and Forfeits, Slate and Board Games from the
simple Game o

f Tit-Tat-To to the Scientific Game of Chess; also numerous
Table and Toy Games, together with a large collection o

f Evening Amuse
ments, Comprehending Comic Diversions, Parlor Magic, Tricks with Cards,
Scientific. Recreations and Puzzles. Profusely illustrated with 197 fine wood
cuts. Bound in boards with cloth back. Price---------...-------- 50 cts.
Bound in cloth, gilt side. Price--------------------------------- 75 cts.

The Play Ground; or
,

Oul-Door Games fo
r

Boys. A Book

o
f Healthy Recreations for Youth, containing over a hundred Amusements,

including Games o
f Activity and Speed; Games with Toys, Marbles, Tops,

Hoops, Kites, Archery, Balls; with Cricket, Croquet and Base-Ball. Splen
didly illustrated with 124 fine wood-cuts. Bound in boards, cloth back.
Price-------- - -- - -- - - - - - -- - - - ---- - - - ---- - ----- - - - -50 cts.
Bound in cloth, gilt side. Price------------...---- • - - - - -- -- - - - -"5 cts.
The American Card Player. Containing clear and
comprehensive directions forplaying the Games o
f Euchre, Whist, Bézique,
All Fours, French Fours, Cribbage, Cassino, Straight and Draw Poker,
Whisky Poker and Commercial Pitch, together with all the laws of those
games. 150 pages, bound in boards with cloth back. Price------ 50 cts.
Bound in cloth, gilt side. Price----------------- •-- -- - - - -- - -75 cts.

*

Send Cash Orders to Dick & Fitzgerald, New York:



--

Chesterfield's Letter Writer and Complete Book
OF ETIQUETTE; or, Concise Systematic Directions for Arranging and
Writing Letters. Also, Model Correspondence in Friendship and Business,
and a great variety of Model Love Letters. If any lady or gentleman de- | -
sires to know how to begin a Love Correspondence, this is just the book they
want. If they wish to speak their minds to a tardy, a bashful, or a careless
or indifferent lover, or sweetheart, this book tells exactly how it should be
done. This work is also a Complete Book of Etiquette. You will find more
real information in this book, than in half a dozen volumes of the more ex
pensive ones. It is emphatically a book for the million, and one which
every young person should have. As it contains Etiquette for Ladies, as
well as for Gentlemen-Etiquette of Courtship and Marriage—Etiquette for
writing Love Letters, and all that sort of thing, it is an appropriate book to
present to a lady. This book contains 136 pages, and is bound in pasteboard
sides, with cloth back. Price------------------------------------- 40 cts.

Brisbane's Golden Ready Reckoner., Calculated in
Dollars and Cents, being a useful Assistant to Traders in buying and selling
various sorts of commodities, either wholesale or retail, showing at once the
amount or value of any number of articles, or quantity of goods, or any
merchandise, either by the gallon, quart, pint, ounce, pound, quarter, hun
dred, yard, foot, inch, bushel, etc., in an easy and plain manner. To which
are added Interest Tables, calculated in dollars and cents, for days and for
months, at six per cent. and at seven per cent. per annum, alternately; and
a great number of other Tables and Rules for calculation never before in
print. Bound in boards, cloth back. By WILLIAM D. BRISBANE, A. M.,
Accountant, Book-keeper, &c. Price---...-------------------------35 cts.

Richardson’s Monitor of£ A Com
plete Guide to the various Ceremonies and Routine in Free-Masons’ Lodges,
Chapters, Encampments, IIierarchies, &c., &c., in all the Degrees, whether
Modern, Ancient, Ineffable, Philosophical, or Historical. Containing, also,
the Signs, Tokens, Grips, Pass-words, Decorations, Drapery, Dress, Regalia
and Jewels, in each Degree. Profusely illustrated with Explanatory En
gravings, Plans of the Interior of Lodges, &c. By JABEz RICHARoson,
A. M. A book of 185 pages. s

Bound in paper covers. Price------------------------------------ 50 cts.
Bound and gilt. Price------------------...------------------------$100
This is the only book ever written which gives a detailed description ºf
the doings inside a Masonic meeting.

-

1OO TrickS With Cards. J. H. GREEN, the Reformed
Gambler, has just authorized the publication of a new edition of his book
ontitled, “Gamblers’ Tricks with Cards Exposed and Explained.” This is
a book of 96 pages, and it exposes and explains all the Mysteries of the
Gambling Tables. It is interesting, not only to those who play, but to those
who do not. Old Players will get some new ideas from this curious book.
Paper covers. Price---------------------------------------------- 30 cts.
Bound in boards with cloth back. Price-------------------------- 5Octs.

Boxing Made Easy; or
,

The Complete Manual o
f Self

Defense." Clearly Explained and Illustrated in a Series of Easy Lessons,
with some Important Hints to Wrestlers. Price-------------- ----15 cts.

How toWin and How to Woo. . Containing Rules for
the Etiquette o
f Courtship, with directions showing how to win the favor o
f

the Ladies, how to begin and end a Courtship, and how Love Letters should
bo written. Price--------------- *** - --- --- --- - -- - - - -- - -- -13 cts.

Copies o
f

the above books sent free o
f postage o
n receipt o
f sieg. ---*

:**

*
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